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For the welfare of the mother and the child

For the growth of the family happiness
To follow the  ancient virtuous practices

The horoscope is written
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Astro-Vision LifeSign Horoscope                                  Panchanga Predictions

Name : Shah Rukh Khan [Male]

Om Sri

During Dakshinayana period; with Jupiter in Mithuna  rasi and Saturn in Kumbha rasi; on 1965 November 1 
Monday ( Astrological Day of Birth ) at 22 Ghati (Nazhika) 15 Vinazhika After sunset; in Fourth Pada of Star 
Shravana; Suklapaksha Ashtami Thidhi, Bava Karana and Gandha Nithya Yoga; with Moon in Makara rasi 

and Karkata Navamsa; in Simha Lagna and Ending Drekkana; the Boy is born.

Weekday : Monday ( You are born on Tuesday before sunrise. As per astrology, the day starts at sunrise and thus
Monday is the astrological day of birth. )

Birth on a Monday makes you soft spoken and pleasing. You tend to remain calm in some situations where most
others may react violently. You have clean intentions at heart.

Birth Star  : Shravana

You have a distinctive and commanding personality. Your words and actions demonstrate your innate nobility. But
often others do not treat you in the manner in which you feel you should be treated. You are not willing to wander
through life aimlessly. You are adamant about your needs and you try to achieve them by whatever means possible.
However, you will maintain your principles. You appear tough and uncaring, but the seriousness is only external.
Those who are close to you recognize the difference between your social and private persona. There will be marked
fluctuations in your periods of good and bad luck. If you are displeased by any situation, you voice your concerns,
sometimes ignoring the feelings of those around you. Despite your seeming lack of concern for others, you are
willing to sacrifice yourself for the betterment of your family. You have a deep desire to help others. You are prone
to secretive worries; however, you will lead a good life. Although there may be disappointments, you will ultimately
find peace with the person you love.

Thidhi (Lunar Day)  : Ashtami

Since you are born in ASHTAMI THIDHI, you value your freedom and independence. If you feel that your
independence is curtailed, you will become aggressive and rebellious. You are normally calm and gracious. You
enjoy sex and are proud of your physique.

Karanam : Bava

Birth in Bhava Karana ensures success in adventurous activities and combat situations. You can acquire fame in your
chosen field. You try to find contentment and peace at any position rather than complain about minor issues.

Nithya Yoga : Gandha

People born with GANDHA NITHYAYOGA are normally tall. They may have occassion to deal with the seamier
side of society. This may be a cause for concern for parents and others. Do not brush aside the needs of family
members. Determination and hard work are the keys to happiness.
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Astro-Vision LifeSign Horoscope                                            [LifeSign 14.0.0.9]

Name :  Shah Rukh Khan
Sex : Male
Date of Birth : 2 November, 1965  Tuesday
Time of Birth (Hr.Min.Sec) : 02:30:00 AM Standard Time
Time Zone (Hrs.Mins) : 05:30 East of Greenwich
Place of Birth : Delhi
Longitude & Latitude (Deg.Mins) : 77.13 East , 28.40 North
Ayanamsa : Chitra Paksha = 23 Deg. 22 Min. 30 Sec.
Birth Star - Star Pada (Quarter) : Shravana -  4 
Birth Rasi - Rasi Lord : Makara  - Sani
Lagna (Ascendant) - Lagna Lord : Simha - Surya
Thidhi (Lunar Day) : Ashtami, Suklapaksha
                                                            
Sunrise (Hrs.Mins) : 06:34 AM Standard Time
Sunset (Hrs.Mins) : 05:36 PM      ''    '' 
Dinamana (Hrs. Mins) : 11.2
Dinamana (Nazhika.Vinazhika) : 27.35
Local Mean Time (LMT) : Standard Time - 21 Min.
Astrological Day of Birth : Monday
Kalidina Sankhya : 1850600
Dasa System : Vimshottari, Years = 365.25 Days
                                                            
Star Lord : Chandra
Ganam, Yoni, Animal : Deva, Male, Monkey
Bird, Tree : Cock, Maddar Plant
Chandra Avastha : 11 / 12
Chandra Vela : 32 / 36
Chandra Kriya : 52 / 60
Dagda Rasi : Mithuna,Kanya
Karanam : Bava
Nithya Yoga : Gandha
Rasi of Sun - Star Position : Tula - Swati
Position of Angadityan : Stomach
Zodiac sign (Western System) : Scorpio
                                                            
Yogi Point - Yogi Star : 220:44:11 - Anuradha
Yogi Planet : Sani
Duplicate Yogi : Kuja
Avayogi Star - Planet : Shravana - Chandra
Atma Karaka (Soul) - Karakamsa : Kuja - Meena
Amatya Karaka (Intellect/Mind) : Chandra
Lagna Aruda (Pada) / Thanu : Dhanu
Dhana Aruda (Pada) : Makara
                                                            
Sayana Longitude of Planets
The longitude of planets including that of Uranus, Neptune and Pluto are given as per western method of calculation.

Your ZODIAC sign as per WESTERN system is Scorpio
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Planet Longitude Planet Longitude
Deg:Min:Sec Deg:Min:Sec

Lagnam 165:10:46  Jupiter 91:1:45 Retro 
Moon 314:55:15  Saturn 340:37:5  Retro 
Sun 219:13:56  Uranus 168:21:13  
Mercury 239:29:25   Neptune 229:20:35  
Venus 265:47:0   Pluto 167:49:41  
Mars 260:42:1   Node 65:49:49  

NIRAYANA longitudes of planets, which is the basis of calculations in the Indian system are derived from the
SAYANA values shown above. All the charts, calculations and analysis following this are based on Indian Predictive
Astrology.

Nirayana Longitude of Planets

The Indian system of astrology is based on the nirayana longitude planets, which is obtained by subtracting the
ayanamsa value from the sayana longitudes, calculated as per western system.

There are different basis for calculating ayanamsa. The method selected here is :
Chitra Paksha =  23Deg.22 Min.30 Sec.

Planet Longitude Rasi Long. in Rasi Star Pada
Deg:Min:Sec Deg:Min:Sec   

Lagnam 141:48:16 Simha 21:48:16 Purvaphalguni  3
Chandra 291:32:45 Makara 21:32:45  Shravana  4 
Surya 195:51:26 Tula 15:51:26  Swati  3 
Budha 216:6:54 Vrischika 6:6:54  Anuradha  1 
Shukra 242:24:29 Dhanu 2:24:29  Moola  1 
Kuja 237:19:31 Vrischika 27:19:31  Jyeshta  4 
Guru 67:39:15 Mithuna 7:39:15Retro  Ardra  1 
Sani 317:14:34 Kumbha 17:14:34Retro  Satabhisha  4 
Rahu 42:27:18 Vrishabha 12:27:18  Rohini  1 
Ketu 222:27:18 Vrischika 12:27:18  Anuradha  3 
Maandi 59:10:16 Vrishabha 29:10:16  Mrigasira  2 

Star Lord / Sub-Lord / Sub-Sub-Lord Charts

Planet Star Star Lord Sub Sub-Sub
   Lord Lord

Lagnam Purvaphalguni Shukra Guru  Rahu
Chandra Shravana Chandra Shukra Rahu
Surya Swati Rahu Shukra Chandra
Budha Anuradha Sani Budha Shukra
Shukra Moola Ketu Shukra Sani
Kuja Jyeshta Budha Guru Surya
Guru Ardra Rahu Rahu Budha
Sani Satabhisha Rahu Shukra Budha
Rahu Rohini Chandra Rahu Guru
Ketu Anuradha Sani Kuja Sani
Maandi Mrigasira Kuja Sani Chandra
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Nirayana Longitudes (Summary) ( Deg. Min. Sec. )

Planet Rasi Longitude Star/Pada Planet Rasi Longitude Star/Pada

Lagnam Simha 21:48:16 Purvaphalguni / 3 Guru Mithuna 7:39:15R Ardra / 1 
Chandra Makara 21:32:45 Shravana / 4 Sani Kumbha 17:14:34R Satabhisha / 4 
Surya Tula 15:51:26 Swati / 3 Rahu Vrishabha 12:27:18 Rohini / 1 
Budha Vrischika 6:6:54 Anuradha / 1 Ketu Vrischika 12:27:18 Anuradha / 3 
Shukra Dhanu 2:24:29 Moola / 1 Maandi Vrishabha 29:10:16 Mrigasira / 2 
Kuja Vrischika 27:19:31 Jyeshta / 4 
Rasi Navamsa 
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Dasa balance at birth = Chandra 1 Years, 4 Months, 2 Days
Special Rasi Chakra

1

2 Rah12:27:18 Maa29:10:16

3 Jup7:39:15?
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? Retrograde    ) Exalted     ( Debilitated     ; Combust
Navamsa: Moo::Karkata Sun::Kumbha Mer::Simha Ven::Mesha Mar::Meena
Jup::Dhanu Sat::Meena Rah::Mesha Ket::Tula Lag::Tula Maa::Kanya
Dasa balance at birth = Chandra 1 Years, 4 Months, 2 Days
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Bhava Chart
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Bhava Table

Bhava Arambha Madhya Anthya Planets
Beginning Middle Ending
Deg:Min:Sec Deg:Min:Sec Deg:Min:Sec Located in Bhava

 1 126:41:13 141:48:16 156:41:13  
 2 156:41:13 171:34:10 186:27:6  
 3 186:27:6 201:20:3 216:13:0  Sun,Mer
 4 216:13:0 231:5:57 246:13:0  Ven,Mar,Ket
 5 246:13:0 261:20:3 276:27:6  
 6 276:27:6 291:34:10 306:41:13  Moo
 7 306:41:13 321:48:16 336:41:13  Sat
 8 336:41:13 351:34:10 6:27:6  
 9 6:27:6 21:20:3 36:13:0  
10 36:13:0 51:5:57 66:13:0  Rah,Maa
11 66:13:0 81:20:3 96:27:6  Jup
12 96:27:6 111:34:10 126:41:13  
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Sudarshana Chakra
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Moo = Chandra Sun = Surya Mer = Budha
Ven = Shukra Mar = Kuja Jup = Guru
Sat = Sani Rah = Rahu Ket = Ketu

Upagraha

Corresponding to each planet, a sub-planet (Upagraha) is calculated. The sub planets of Moon, Venus, Mars, Rahu
and Ketu are based on the longitude of the Sun as follows.

Dhumadi Group of Sub-Planets

Planet Upagraha Method of Calculation

Mars Dhuma Longitude of Sun + 133 Deg. 20 Min.
Rahu Vyatipata (Pata) 360 - Dhuma
Moon Parivesh (Paridhi) 180 + Vyatipata (Pata)
Venus Indrachapa (Kodanda) 360 - Parivesh (Paridhi)
Ketu Upaketu Indrachapa (Kodanda) + 16 Deg. 40 Min.

The sub-planets of Sun, Mercury, Jupiter, Saturn and an additional sub-planet of Mars are calculated based on the
division of day or night into eight equal parts.

The first part belongs to the lord of the day, followed by the remaining lords of the week in cyclic order. The eight
part is lordless.In the case of birth at night, out of the eight equal parts, the first seven are allotted to the lords of the
planets starting from the 5th. weekday.

Two different methods are popularly adopted for finding the longitude.In the first method an ascendant is calculated
for the beginning of the period ruled by the planet. In the second method, the end of the period is taken.

In the case of Gulika, the sub-planet of Saturn, a third method is also available to calculate the longitude of the
dhumadi group of subplanets based on fixed values of rise time as given below.The value calculated thus is termed
MAANDI in Astro-Vision Horoscope and presented along with the principal planets in the Rasi Chart.
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Days Birth during day Birth during night

Sunday 26 Ghati (Nazhika) 10 Ghati (Nazhika) 
Monday 22 6
Tuesday 18 2
Wednesday 14 26
Thursday 10 22
Friday 6 18
Saturday 2 14

Gulikadi group

Method selected : Ascendant at period start

Planet Upagraha Period start Period End

Sun Kala 20:50:33 22:27:48
Mercury Ardhaprahara 1:42:18 3:19:33
Mars Mrityu 0:5:3 1:42:18
Jupiter Yamakantaka 3:19:33 4:56:48
Saturn Gulika 19:13:18 20:50:33

Upagraha Longitudes

Upagraha Longitude Rasi Long. in Rasi Star Pada
                Deg:Min:Sec Deg:Min:Sec

Kala 68:14:53 Mithuna 8:14:53 Ardra  1
Ardhaprahara 131:22:26 Simha 11:22:26 Makha  4 
Mrityu 110:24:43 Karkata 20:24:43 Ashlesha  2
Yamakantaka 152:43:43 Kanya 2:43:43 Utaraphalguni  2
Gulika 44:36:20 Vrishabha 14:36:20 Rohini  2
Parivesh 210:48:33 Vrischika 0:48:33 Vishakha  4
Indrachapa 149:11:26 Simha 29:11:26 Utaraphalguni  1
Vyatipata 30:48:33 Vrishabha 0:48:33 Krittika  2
Upaketu 165:51:26 Kanya 15:51:26 Hasta  2
Dhuma 329:11:26 Kumbha 29:11:26 Purvabhadra  3 

Star Lord / Sub-Lord / Sub-Sub-Lord Charts of Upagrahas

Upagraha Star Star Lord Sub Sub-Sub
   Lord Lord

Kala Ardra Rahu Rahu Shukra
Ardhaprahara Makha Ketu Sani Guru
Mrityu Ashlesha Budha Shukra Rahu
Yamakantaka Utaraphalguni Surya Guru Kuja
Gulika Rohini Chandra Guru Budha
Parivesh Vishakha Guru Kuja Guru
Indrachapa Utaraphalguni Surya Kuja Chandra
Vyatipata Krittika Surya Rahu Shukra
Upaketu Hasta Chandra Sani Sani
Dhuma Purvabhadra Guru Surya Sani
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Upagraha Rasi

1
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Kal = Kala Ard = Ardhaprahara
Mrt = Mrityu Yam = Yamakantaka
Gul = Gulika Par = Parivesh
Ind = Indrachapa Vya = Vyatipata
Upk = Upaketu Dhu = Dhuma

Karakas (Jaimini System)

    Karaka Planet

 1   Atma Karaka (Soul) Kuja Karakamsa: Meena
 2   Amatya Karaka (Intellect/Mind) Chandra
 3   Bhratri (Siblings) Sani
 4   Matri (Mother) Surya
 5   Putra (Children) Guru
 6   Gnati (Collateral relatives) Budha
 7   Dara (Spouse) Shukra

Aruda / Padas (Jaimini System)

  Code Aruda / Pada        Rasi

P 1 Lagna Aruda (Pada) / Thanu    Dhanu 
P 2 Dhana Aruda (Pada)    Makara 
P 3 Vikrama/Bhatru Pada    Kumbha 
P 4 Matru/Sukha Pada    Vrischika 
P 5 Mantra/Putra Pada    Dhanu 
P 6 Roga/Satru Pada    Meena 
P 7 Dara/Kalatra/Sthree Pada    Kumbha 
P 8 Mrutyu/Marana/Ayu Pada    Kanya 
P 9 Pitru/Bhagya/Dharma  Pada    Mithuna 
P 10 Karma/Rajya Pada    Karkata 
P 11 Labha/Aya Pada    Mesha 
P 12 Vyaya/Upa Pada    Karkata 
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Aruda Chakra
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Shodasavarga Table

Lag Moo Sun Mer Ven Mar Jup Sat Rah Ket Maa

Rasi   5   10:   7   8:   9   8:   3   11   2:   8:  2:
Hora   4:   5   4:   4:   5   5   5   4:   4:   4:  5
Drekkana   1   6:   11   8:   9   4:   3   3   6:   12:  10:
Chathurthamsa   11   4:   1   8:   9   5   6:   5   5   11  11
Saptamsa   10:   9   10:   3   9   8:   4:   3   10:   4:  2:
Navamsa   7   4:   11   5   1   12:   9   12:   1   7  6:
Dasamsa   12:   1   12:   6:   9   1   5   4:   2:   8:  7
Dwadasamsa   1   6:   1   10:   9   6:   6:   5   6:   12:  1
Shodasamsa   4:   12:   9   8:   10:   7   1   2:   11   11  8:
Vimsamsa   11   3   11   1   6:   3   10:   8:   5   5  4:
Chathurvimsamsa   10:   9   5   8:   6:   1   11   6:   1   1  3
Bhamsa   8:   11   9   3   3   10:   1   10:   3   9  6:
Trimsamsa   3   10:   9   6:   1   8:   11   9   12:   12:  8:
Khavedamsa   6:   11   10:   3   4:   7   11   11   11   11  9
Akshavedamsa   1   9   12:   2:   12:   9   8:   6:   11   11  12:
Shashtiamsa   12:   5   2:   8:   1   2:   6:   9   2:   8:  12:

Ojarasi Count  8  9  10  5  11  8  10  8  8  8  6

 1-Mesha  2-Vrishabha  3-Mithuna  4-Karkata  5-Simha  6-Kanya
 7-Tula  8-Vrischika  9-Dhanu  10-Makara  11-Kumbha  12-Meena
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Lords of Shodasavarga

Lag Moo Sun Mer Ven Mar Jup Sat Rah Ket Maa

Rasi Sun =Sat ~Ven =Mar =Jup ^Mar ~Mer ^Sat +Ven +Mar Ven
Hora Moo +Sun +Moo ~Moo ~Sun +Sun +Sun ~Moo =Moo =Moo Sun
Drekkana Mar +Mer ~Sat =Mar =Jup +Moo ~Mer +Mer +Mer +Jup Sat
Chathurthamsa Sat ^Moo +Mar =Mar =Jup +Sun ~Mer ~Sun ~Sun ~Sat Sat
Saptamsa Sat =Jup ~Sat ^Mer =Jup ^Mar +Moo +Mer +Sat =Moo Ven
Navamsa Ven ^Moo ~Sat +Sun =Mar +Jup ^Jup =Jup =Mar =Ven Mer
Dasamsa Jup =Mar +Jup ^Mer =Jup ^Mar +Sun ~Moo +Ven +Mar Ven
Dwadasamsa Mar +Mer +Mar =Sat =Jup ~Mer ~Mer ~Sun +Mer +Jup Mar
Shodasamsa Moo =Jup +Jup =Mar +Sat =Ven +Mar +Ven +Sat ~Sat Mar
Vimsamsa Sat +Mer ~Sat =Mar +Mer ~Mer =Sat ~Mar ~Sun +Sun Moo
ChathurvimsamsaSat =Jup ^Sun =Mar +Mer ^Mar =Sat +Mer =Mar +Mar Mer
Bhamsa Mar =Sat +Jup ^Mer +Mer =Sat +Mar ^Sat +Mer +Jup Mer
Trimsamsa Mer =Sat +Jup ^Mer =Mar ^Mar =Sat =Jup ~Jup +Jup Mar
Khavedamsa Mer =Sat ~Sat ^Mer ~Moo =Ven =Sat ^Sat +Sat ~Sat Jup
Akshavedamsa Mar =Jup +Jup +Ven =Jup +Jup +Mar +Mer +Sat ~Sat Jup
Shashtiamsa Jup +Sun ~Ven =Mar =Mar =Ven ~Mer =Jup +Ven +Mar Jup

 ^ Own Varga      + Friendly      = Neutral        ~ Enemy

Varga Bheda

Points are given for Swavarga (own house) and Uchavarga (exaltation)

Planets Shadvarga Saptavarga Dasavarga Shodasavarga

Chandra 1-... 1-... 1-... 2-Bhedakamsa
Surya 1-... 1-... 1-... 3-Kusumamsa
Budha 1-... 2-Kimsukamsa 3-Uttamamsa 5-Kandukamsa
Shukra 0- 0- 0- 1-...
Kuja 2-Kimsukamsa 3-Vyanjanamsa 4-Gopuramsa 6-Keralamsa
Guru 1-... 2-Kimsukamsa 2-Parijatamsa 2-Bhedakamsa
Sani 1-... 1-... 1-... 3-Kusumamsa

Shodasavarga Charts
Rasi[D1] Hora[D2]
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Drekkana[D3] Chathurthamsa[D4]
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Saptamsa[D7] Navamsa[D9]
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Shodasamsa[D16] Vimsamsa[D20]
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Chathurvimsamsa[D24] Bhamsa[D27]
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Trimsamsa[D30] Khavedamsa[D40]
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Akshavedamsa[D45] Shashtiamsa[D60]
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Prasthara Ashtakavarga - Chandra

Moo Sun Mer Ven Mar Jup Sat Lag Total
Mesha   1   1  1  1  1    5 
Vrishabha   1  1    1   1   4 
Mithuna  1   1  1   1  1  1   6 
Karkata  1  1    1   1    4 
Simha   1  1  1  1      4 
Kanya    1  1  1  1     4 
Tula  1    1     1   3 
Vrischika  1   1        2 
Dhanu   1    1  1  1    4 
Makara  1   1   1  1   1   5 
Kumbha    1  1       2 
Meena  1  1  1  1  1  1     6 
Total  6  6  8  7  7  7  4  4  49 
Prasthara Ashtakavarga - Surya

Moo Sun Mer Ven Mar Jup Sat Lag Total
Mesha   1  1    1     3 
Vrishabha   1   1  1   1  1   5 
Mithuna  1  1   1  1    1   5 
Karkata   1  1   1    1   4 
Simha   1  1   1   1    4 
Kanya    1   1   1    3 
Tula  1  1  1    1  1  1   6 
Vrischika  1  1   1  1  1  1  1   7 
Dhanu      1   1    2 
Makara   1  1      1   3 
Kumbha      1  1  1    3 
Meena  1   1     1    3 
Total  4  8  7  3  8  4  8  6  48  
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Prasthara Ashtakavarga - Budha
Moo Sun Mer Ven Mar Jup Sat Lag Total

Mesha  1   1  1   1     4 
Vrishabha      1  1  1  1   4 
Mithuna  1  1    1    1   4 
Karkata    1  1  1      3 
Simha  1  1  1  1  1   1  1   7 
Kanya   1  1   1   1  1   5 
Tula  1   1  1    1    4 
Vrischika  1   1   1  1  1  1   6 
Dhanu     1  1   1    3 
Makara    1  1   1   1   4 
Kumbha  1  1   1  1   1    5 
Meena   1  1  1    1  1   5 
Total  6  5  8  8  8  4  8  7  54 
Prasthara Ashtakavarga - Shukra

Moo Sun Mer Ven Mar Jup Sat Lag Total
Mesha  1   1  1  1  1  1  1   7 
Vrishabha  1  1      1    3 
Mithuna        1  1   2 
Karkata    1  1  1      3 
Simha  1  1   1     1   4 
Kanya  1  1  1  1  1   1  1   7 
Tula     1  1  1  1  1   5 
Vrischika  1       1  1   3 
Dhanu  1    1    1  1   4 
Makara  1   1  1  1  1     5 
Kumbha  1    1   1     3 
Meena  1   1  1  1  1   1   6 
Total  9  3  5  9  6  5  7  8  52 
Prasthara Ashtakavarga - Kuja

Moo Sun Mer Ven Mar Jup Sat Lag Total
Mesha    1    1     2 
Vrishabha     1  1  1  1  1   5 
Mithuna  1     1    1   3 
Karkata   1   1       2 
Simha   1    1   1  1   4 
Kanya    1   1   1    3 
Tula     1    1  1   3 
Vrischika  1    1  1  1  1    5 
Dhanu   1    1   1    3 
Makara    1      1   2 
Kumbha   1    1   1    3 
Meena  1  1  1    1     4 
Total  3  5  4  4  7  4  7  5  39 
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Prasthara Ashtakavarga - Guru
Moo Sun Mer Ven Mar Jup Sat Lag Total

Mesha   1  1  1   1  1  1   6 
Vrishabha  1  1   1  1    1   5 
Mithuna   1    1  1  1  1   5 
Karkata  1  1  1    1  1    5 
Simha   1  1  1  1  1   1   6 
Kanya  1   1  1  1  1   1   6 
Tula   1   1       2 
Vrischika  1  1  1   1    1   5 
Dhanu   1  1   1  1   1   5 
Makara   1   1   1  1  1   5 
Kumbha  1   1   1    1   4 
Meena    1    1     2 
Total  5  9  8  6  7  8  4  9  56 
Prasthara Ashtakavarga - Sani

Moo Sun Mer Ven Mar Jup Sat Lag Total
Mesha   1  1   1  1  1    5 
Vrishabha   1   1   1   1   4 
Mithuna  1   1     1  1   4 
Karkata   1  1     1    3 
Simha   1  1   1    1   4 
Kanya    1   1      2 
Tula   1  1  1  1  1   1   6 
Vrischika  1  1   1   1   1   5 
Dhanu        1    1 
Makara   1    1    1   3 
Kumbha           0 
Meena  1     1      2 
Total  3  7  6  3  6  4  4  6  39 

Ashtakavarga

Moo Sun Mer Ven Mar Jup Sat Total

Mesha  5  3  4  7  2  6  5  32 
Vrishabha  4  5  4  3  5  5  4  30 
Mithuna  6  5  4  2  3  5  4  29 
Karkata  4  4  3  3  2  5  3  24 
Simha  4  4  7  4  4  6  4  33 
Kanya  4  3  5  7  3  6  2  30 
Tula  3  6  4  5  3  2  6  29 
Vrischika  2  7  6  3  5  5  5  33 
Dhanu  4  2  3  4  3  5  1  22 
Makara  5  3  4  5  2  5  3  27 
Kumbha  2  3  5  3  3  4  0  20 
Meena  6  3  5  6  4  2  2  28 

 49  48  54  52  39  56  39  337 
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Ashtakavarga Charts
Chandra Ashtakavarga    49 Surya Ashtakavarga    48
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Kuja Ashtakavarga    39 Guru Ashtakavarga    56
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Sani Ashtakavarga    39 Sarva Ashtakavarga    337
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Ashtakavarga - Trikona Reduction
Chandra Ashtakavarga    13 Surya Ashtakavarga    15
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Budha Ashtakavarga    12 Shukra Ashtakavarga    16
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Kuja Ashtakavarga    12 Guru Ashtakavarga    14
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Sani Ashtakavarga    24 Sarva Ashtakavarga    106
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Ashtakavarga - Ekadipathya Reduction
Chandra Ashtakavarga    13 Surya Ashtakavarga    12
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Budha Ashtakavarga    11 Shukra Ashtakavarga    16
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Kuja Ashtakavarga    11 Guru Ashtakavarga    13
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Sani Ashtakavarga    21 Sarva Ashtakavarga    97
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Summary Information on Vimshottari Dasa Periods
Dasa starting age (Year:Month:day) (YY:MM:DD)  
Kuja > 01:04:04 Rahu > 08:04:04 Guru > 26:04:04  
Sani > 42:04:04 Budha > 61:04:04 Ketu > 78:04:04
Shukra > 85:04:04   

Details of Dasa and Bhukti (Apahara) Periods
( Years = 365.25 Days )
Dasa balance at birth = Chandra 1 Years, 4 Months, 2 Days

Dasa Bhukti Arambha Anthya

Moon Venus 02-11-1965 05-09-1966
Moon Sun 05-09-1966 06-03-1967
    
Mars Mars 06-03-1967 02-08-1967
Mars Rahu 02-08-1967 20-08-1968
Mars Jupiter 20-08-1968 27-07-1969
Mars Saturn 27-07-1969 05-09-1970
Mars Mercury 05-09-1970 02-09-1971
Mars Ketu 02-09-1971 29-01-1972
Mars Venus 29-01-1972 30-03-1973
Mars Sun 30-03-1973 05-08-1973
Mars Moon 05-08-1973 06-03-1974
    
Rahu Rahu 06-03-1974 16-11-1976
Rahu Jupiter 16-11-1976 12-04-1979
Rahu Saturn 12-04-1979 16-02-1982
Rahu Mercury 16-02-1982 04-09-1984
Rahu Ketu 04-09-1984 23-09-1985
Rahu Venus 23-09-1985 22-09-1988
Rahu Sun 22-09-1988 17-08-1989
Rahu Moon 17-08-1989 16-02-1991
Rahu Mars 16-02-1991 06-03-1992
    
Jupiter Jupiter 06-03-1992 24-04-1994
Jupiter Saturn 24-04-1994 04-11-1996
Jupiter Mercury 04-11-1996 10-02-1999
Jupiter Ketu 10-02-1999 17-01-2000
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Jupiter Venus 17-01-2000 17-09-2002
Jupiter Sun 17-09-2002 06-07-2003
Jupiter Moon 06-07-2003 04-11-2004
Jupiter Mars 04-11-2004 11-10-2005
Jupiter Rahu 11-10-2005 06-03-2008
    
Saturn Saturn 06-03-2008 09-03-2011
Saturn Mercury 09-03-2011 16-11-2013
Saturn Ketu 16-11-2013 26-12-2014
Saturn Venus 26-12-2014 25-02-2018
Saturn Sun 25-02-2018 07-02-2019
Saturn Moon 07-02-2019 07-09-2020
Saturn Mars 07-09-2020 17-10-2021
Saturn Rahu 17-10-2021 23-08-2024
Saturn Jupiter 23-08-2024 06-03-2027
    
Mercury Mercury 06-03-2027 02-08-2029
Mercury Ketu 02-08-2029 30-07-2030
Mercury Venus 30-07-2030 30-05-2033
Mercury Sun 30-05-2033 05-04-2034
Mercury Moon 05-04-2034 05-09-2035
Mercury Mars 05-09-2035 01-09-2036
Mercury Rahu 01-09-2036 21-03-2039
Mercury Jupiter 21-03-2039 26-06-2041
Mercury Saturn 26-06-2041 06-03-2044
    
Ketu Ketu 06-03-2044 02-08-2044
Ketu Venus 02-08-2044 02-10-2045
Ketu Sun 02-10-2045 07-02-2046
Ketu Moon 07-02-2046 08-09-2046
Ketu Mars 08-09-2046 04-02-2047
Ketu Rahu 04-02-2047 22-02-2048
Ketu Jupiter 22-02-2048 28-01-2049
Ketu Saturn 28-01-2049 09-03-2050
Ketu Mercury 09-03-2050 06-03-2051
    
Venus Venus 06-03-2051 06-07-2054
Venus Sun 06-07-2054 06-07-2055
Venus Moon 06-07-2055 06-03-2057
Venus Mars 06-03-2057 06-05-2058
Venus Rahu 06-05-2058 06-05-2061
    
  

The bottom line in the chart does not indicate your longivity.
PARYANTHARDASA 

Dasa : Sani        Apahara : Chandra

1.Moo 07-02-2019 >> 27-03-2019   2.Mar 27-03-2019 >> 30-04-2019
3.Rah 30-04-2019 >> 26-07-2019   4.Jup 26-07-2019 >> 11-10-2019
5.Sat 11-10-2019 >> 10-01-2020   6.Mer 10-01-2020 >> 01-04-2020
7.Ket 01-04-2020 >> 05-05-2020   8.Ven 05-05-2020 >> 09-08-2020
9.Sun 09-08-2020 >> 07-09-2020   
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Dasa : Sani        Apahara : Kuja

1.Mar 07-09-2020 >> 01-10-2020   2.Rah 01-10-2020 >> 01-12-2020
3.Jup 01-12-2020 >> 24-01-2021   4.Sat 24-01-2021 >> 29-03-2021
5.Mer 29-03-2021 >> 25-05-2021   6.Ket 25-05-2021 >> 18-06-2021
7.Ven 18-06-2021 >> 24-08-2021   8.Sun 24-08-2021 >> 13-09-2021
9.Moo 13-09-2021 >> 17-10-2021   

Dasa : Sani        Apahara : Rahu

1.Rah 17-10-2021 >> 22-03-2022   2.Jup 22-03-2022 >> 08-08-2022
3.Sat 08-08-2022 >> 20-01-2023   4.Mer 20-01-2023 >> 16-06-2023
5.Ket 16-06-2023 >> 16-08-2023   6.Ven 16-08-2023 >> 05-02-2024
7.Sun 05-02-2024 >> 29-03-2024   8.Moo 29-03-2024 >> 23-06-2024
9.Mar 23-06-2024 >> 23-08-2024   

Dasa : Sani        Apahara : Guru

1.Jup 23-08-2024 >> 24-12-2024   2.Sat 24-12-2024 >> 20-05-2025
3.Mer 20-05-2025 >> 28-09-2025   4.Ket 28-09-2025 >> 21-11-2025
5.Ven 21-11-2025 >> 24-04-2026   6.Sun 24-04-2026 >> 09-06-2026
7.Moo 09-06-2026 >> 26-08-2026   8.Mar 26-08-2026 >> 18-10-2026
9.Rah 18-10-2026 >> 06-03-2027   

Dasa : Budha        Apahara : Budha

1.Mer 06-03-2027 >> 09-07-2027   2.Ket 09-07-2027 >> 29-08-2027
3.Ven 29-08-2027 >> 23-01-2028   4.Sun 23-01-2028 >> 07-03-2028
5.Moo 07-03-2028 >> 19-05-2028   6.Mar 19-05-2028 >> 09-07-2028
7.Rah 09-07-2028 >> 18-11-2028   8.Jup 18-11-2028 >> 16-03-2029
9.Sat 16-03-2029 >> 02-08-2029   

Dasa : Budha        Apahara : Ketu

1.Ket 02-08-2029 >> 23-08-2029   2.Ven 23-08-2029 >> 22-10-2029
3.Sun 22-10-2029 >> 10-11-2029   4.Moo 10-11-2029 >> 10-12-2029
5.Mar 10-12-2029 >> 31-12-2029   6.Rah 31-12-2029 >> 23-02-2030
7.Jup 23-02-2030 >> 12-04-2030   8.Sat 12-04-2030 >> 09-06-2030
9.Mer 09-06-2030 >> 30-07-2030   

Dasa : Budha        Apahara : Shukra

1.Ven 30-07-2030 >> 19-01-2031   2.Sun 19-01-2031 >> 11-03-2031
3.Moo 11-03-2031 >> 06-06-2031   4.Mar 06-06-2031 >> 05-08-2031
5.Rah 05-08-2031 >> 07-01-2032   6.Jup 07-01-2032 >> 24-05-2032
7.Sat 24-05-2032 >> 04-11-2032   8.Mer 04-11-2032 >> 31-03-2033
9.Ket 31-03-2033 >> 30-05-2033   

Dasa : Budha        Apahara : Surya

1.Sun 30-05-2033 >> 15-06-2033   2.Moo 15-06-2033 >> 10-07-2033
3.Mar 10-07-2033 >> 29-07-2033   4.Rah 29-07-2033 >> 13-09-2033
5.Jup 13-09-2033 >> 24-10-2033   6.Sat 24-10-2033 >> 13-12-2033
7.Mer 13-12-2033 >> 26-01-2034   8.Ket 26-01-2034 >> 13-02-2034
9.Ven 13-02-2034 >> 05-04-2034   
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Dasa : Budha        Apahara : Chandra

1.Moo 05-04-2034 >> 19-05-2034   2.Mar 19-05-2034 >> 18-06-2034
3.Rah 18-06-2034 >> 03-09-2034   4.Jup 03-09-2034 >> 11-11-2034
5.Sat 11-11-2034 >> 01-02-2035   6.Mer 01-02-2035 >> 16-04-2035
7.Ket 16-04-2035 >> 16-05-2035   8.Ven 16-05-2035 >> 10-08-2035
9.Sun 10-08-2035 >> 05-09-2035   

Dasa : Budha        Apahara : Kuja

1.Mar 05-09-2035 >> 26-09-2035   2.Rah 26-09-2035 >> 19-11-2035
3.Jup 19-11-2035 >> 07-01-2036   4.Sat 07-01-2036 >> 04-03-2036
5.Mer 04-03-2036 >> 24-04-2036   6.Ket 24-04-2036 >> 15-05-2036
7.Ven 15-05-2036 >> 15-07-2036   8.Sun 15-07-2036 >> 02-08-2036
9.Moo 02-08-2036 >> 01-09-2036   

Dasa : Budha        Apahara : Rahu

1.Rah 01-09-2036 >> 19-01-2037   2.Jup 19-01-2037 >> 23-05-2037
3.Sat 23-05-2037 >> 17-10-2037   4.Mer 17-10-2037 >> 26-02-2038
5.Ket 26-02-2038 >> 22-04-2038   6.Ven 22-04-2038 >> 24-09-2038
7.Sun 24-09-2038 >> 10-11-2038   8.Moo 10-11-2038 >> 26-01-2039
9.Mar 26-01-2039 >> 21-03-2039   

Dasa : Budha        Apahara : Guru

1.Jup 21-03-2039 >> 10-07-2039   2.Sat 10-07-2039 >> 18-11-2039
3.Mer 18-11-2039 >> 14-03-2040   4.Ket 14-03-2040 >> 02-05-2040
5.Ven 02-05-2040 >> 17-09-2040   6.Sun 17-09-2040 >> 28-10-2040
7.Moo 28-10-2040 >> 05-01-2041   8.Mar 05-01-2041 >> 22-02-2041
9.Rah 22-02-2041 >> 26-06-2041   

Dasa : Budha        Apahara : Sani

1.Sat 26-06-2041 >> 29-11-2041   2.Mer 29-11-2041 >> 17-04-2042
3.Ket 17-04-2042 >> 14-06-2042   4.Ven 14-06-2042 >> 25-11-2042
5.Sun 25-11-2042 >> 13-01-2043   6.Moo 13-01-2043 >> 05-04-2043
7.Mar 05-04-2043 >> 01-06-2043   8.Rah 01-06-2043 >> 26-10-2043
9.Jup 26-10-2043 >> 06-03-2044   

Dasa : Ketu        Apahara : Ketu

1.Ket 06-03-2044 >> 14-03-2044   2.Ven 14-03-2044 >> 08-04-2044
3.Sun 08-04-2044 >> 16-04-2044   4.Moo 16-04-2044 >> 28-04-2044
5.Mar 28-04-2044 >> 07-05-2044   6.Rah 07-05-2044 >> 29-05-2044
7.Jup 29-05-2044 >> 18-06-2044   8.Sat 18-06-2044 >> 12-07-2044
9.Mer 12-07-2044 >> 02-08-2044   

Dasa : Ketu        Apahara : Shukra

1.Ven 02-08-2044 >> 12-10-2044   2.Sun 12-10-2044 >> 02-11-2044
3.Moo 02-11-2044 >> 08-12-2044   4.Mar 08-12-2044 >> 01-01-2045
5.Rah 01-01-2045 >> 06-03-2045   6.Jup 06-03-2045 >> 02-05-2045
7.Sat 02-05-2045 >> 09-07-2045   8.Mer 09-07-2045 >> 07-09-2045
9.Ket 07-09-2045 >> 02-10-2045   
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Analysis of Planetary Disposition

Lords of Houses

First Bhava Lord (Kendra) : Surya
Second      ,, (Panaparam) : Budha
Third      ,, (Apoklima) : Shukra
Fourth      ,, (Kendra) : Kuja
Fifth      ,, (Trikonam) : Guru
Sixth      ,, (Apoklima) : Sani
Seventh      ,, (Kendra) : Sani
Eighth      ,, (Panaparam) : Guru
Ninth      ,, (Trikonam) : Kuja
Tenth      ,, (Kendra) : Shukra
Eleventh      ,, (Panaparam) : Budha
Twelfth      ,, (Apoklima) : Chandra

Planetary conjunction (yoga)

Budha conjuncts  Kuja,Ketu   
Kuja conjuncts  Budha,Ketu   

Planet to planet aspects

Budha aspects Rahu
Shukra aspects Guru
Kuja aspects Guru,Sani,Rahu
Guru aspects Surya,Shukra,Sani
Sani aspects Budha,Kuja,Ketu,Lagnam

Planet to house aspects

Chandra aspects Twelfth   
Surya aspects Ninth
Budha aspects Tenth
Shukra aspects Eleventh
Kuja aspects Seventh,Tenth,Eleventh
Guru aspects Third,Fifth,Seventh
Sani aspects First,Fourth,Ninth

Benefic and Malefic planets

Jupiter, Venus and Moon with Paksha Bala are natural benefics..From Shashti Thidhi in the Suklapaksha to Shashti
Thidhi in the KrishnaPaksha, MOON has Paksha Bala.

In your horoscope Moon has Paksha Bala and is benefic.

Mercury turns malefic if it is associated with malefics.

In fact, bad association makes Mercury malefic in your chart.

Chandra - Benefic
Surya - Malefic
Budha - Malefic
Shukra - Benefic
Kuja - Malefic
Guru - Benefic
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Sani - Malefic
Rahu - Malefic
Ketu - Malefic

Benefic / malefic analysis based on lordship of houses

Although planets are classified as natural benefics and malefics their effect in a horoscope is to be judged by the
lordships of different houses.
Lords of first, fifth and ninth houses are always benefic.

If natural malefics become lords of fourth, seventh and tenth, they turn benefic.

Lords of third, sixth and eleventh houses are malefic.

If natural benefics become lords of fourth, seventh and tenth, they turn malefic due to kendradhipathya dosham.

Lords of second, eighth and twelfth houses are to be considered as neutrals.

Except Moon and Sun, other planets take lordships of two houses and the net effect is to be judged.

While some astrologers assume that the lord of eighth house is always malefic, authentic texts indicate that the
nature of eighth lord is to be judged by the lordship of the other house it owns.

Planet Lordships Nature

Chandra 12   Neutral
Surya 1   Benefic
Budha 2   11   Malefic
Shukra 3   10   Malefic
Kuja 4   9   Benefic
Guru 5   8   Neutral
Sani 6   7   Neutral
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Permanent (Naisargika) Friendship Chart

Moo Sun Mer Ven Mar Jup Sat

Moo ... Friend Friend Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral
Sun Friend ... Neutral Enemy Friend Friend Enemy
Mer Enemy Friend ... Friend Neutral Neutral Neutral
Ven Enemy Enemy Friend ... Neutral Neutral Friend
Mar Friend Friend Enemy Neutral ... Friend Neutral
Jup Friend Friend Enemy Enemy Friend ... Neutral
Sat Enemy Enemy Friend Friend Enemy Neutral ...

Temporary (Tatkalika) Friendship Chart

Moo Sun Mer Ven Mar Jup Sat

Moo ... Friend Friend Friend Friend Enemy Friend
Sun Friend ... Friend Friend Friend Enemy Enemy
Mer Friend Friend ... Friend Enemy Enemy Friend
Ven Friend Friend Friend ... Friend Enemy Friend
Mar Friend Friend Enemy Friend ... Enemy Friend
Jup Enemy Enemy Enemy Enemy Enemy ... Enemy
Sat Friend Enemy Friend Friend Friend Enemy ...

Five-Fold (Panchda) Friendship Chart

Moo Sun Mer Ven Mar Jup Sat

Moo ... Intimate Intimate Friend Friend Enemy Friend
Sun Intimate ... Friend Neutral Intimate Neutral Bitter
Mer Neutral Intimate ... Intimate Enemy Enemy Friend
Ven Neutral Neutral Intimate ... Friend Enemy Intimate
Mar Intimate Intimate Bitter Friend ... Neutral Friend
Jup Neutral Neutral Bitter Bitter Neutral ... Enemy
Sat Neutral Bitter Intimate Intimate Neutral Enemy ...
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Aspect Strength Chart ( Drikbala ) in Shashtiamsas

Aspecting Planet Aspected Planet (Drishya Graha)

Moo Sun Mer Ven Mar Jup Sat

Benefic Aspects ( Subhadrishti )

Chandra .  17.84  7.72  .  .  13.89  .
             

Shukra 9.57  .  .  .  .  57.38  29.83
             

Guru 38.05  21.80  1.54  49.51  39.34  .  25.21
  30.00  30.00        30.00

Subha bala  47.62  69.64  39.26  49.51  39.34  71.27  85.04

Malefic Aspects ( Asubhadrishti )

Surya -42.16  .  .  -8.28  -5.73  -34.10  -28.61
             

Budha -30.43  .  .  .  .  -44.23  -39.44
             

Kuja -12.11  .  .  .  .  -54.84  -34.92
             

Sani .  -30.69  -20.56  -7.42  -9.96  -34.79  .
      -45.00  -45.00

Asubha bala -84.70 -30.69 -20.56 -60.70 -60.69 -167.96 -102.97

Drishti Pinda  -37.08 38.95 18.70  -11.19  -21.35  -96.69  -17.93

Drik Bala  -9.27 9.74 4.68  -2.80  -5.34  -24.17  -4.48
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Shadbala Table

Moo Sun Mer Ven Mar Jup Sat

Ucha Bala
 26.18  1.95  42.96  21.80  39.78  50.88  20.92

Saptavargaja Bala
 131.25  65.63  112.50  52.50  144.38  54.39  106.88

Ojayugmarasymasa Bala
 30.00  30.00  15.00  0  0  30.00  15.00

Kendra Bala
 15.00  15.00  60.00  30.00  60.00  30.00  60.00

Drekkana Bala
 15.00  0  0  0  0  15.00  15.00 

Total Sthana Bala
 217.43  112.58  230.46  104.30  244.16  180.27  217.80

Total Dig Bala
 39.85  11.75  35.23  56.23  2.08  35.28  58.48

Nathonnatha Bala
 47.92  12.08  60.00  12.08  47.92  12.08  47.92

Paksha Bala
 63.80  28.10  28.10  31.90  28.10  31.90  28.10

Thribhaga Bala
 60.00  0  0  0  0  60.00  0

Abda Bala
 0  0  15.00  0  0  0  0 

Masa Bala
 30.00  0  0  0  0  0  0 

Vara Bala
 45.00  0  0  0  0  0  0 

Hora Bala
 0  0  0  60.00  0  0  0 

Ayana Bala
 50.90  23.04  55.62  0.30  0.67  59.93  39.62

Yuddha Bala
 0  0  0  0  0  0  0

Total Kala Bala
 297.62  63.22  158.72  104.28  76.69  163.91  115.64 

Total Cheshta Bala
 0  0  28.16  35.94  19.15  45.12  41.73

Total Naisargika Bala
 51.43  60.00  25.70  42.85  17.14  34.28  8.57

Total Drik Bala
 -9.27  9.74  4.68  -2.80  -5.34  -24.17  -4.48

Total Shadbala
 597.06  257.29  482.95  340.80  353.88  434.69  437.74
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Shadbala Summary Table

Moo Sun Mer Ven Mar Jup Sat

Total Shadbala
 597.06  257.29  482.95  340.80  353.88  434.69  437.74

Total Shadbala in Rupas
 9.95  4.29  8.05  5.68  5.90  7.24  7.30

Minimum Requirement
 6.00  5.00  7.00  5.50  5.00  6.50  5.00

Shadbala Ratio
 1.66  0.86  1.15  1.03  1.18  1.11  1.46

Relative Rank
 1  7  4  6  3  5  2

Ishta Phala / Kashta Phala Table

Moo Sun Mer Ven Mar Jup Sat

Ishta Phala  28.90  5.74  34.78  27.99  27.60  47.91  29.55
Kashta Phala  30.83  50.01  23.29  30.32  28.74  11.65  26.72

Bhava Aspect Strength Chart ( Bhava Drikbala ) in Shashtiamsas

Nature of Mercury is determined by association.

Aspecting Planet Aspected Bhava Madhya Planet (Drishya Bhava)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Benefic Aspects ( Subhadrishti )
                                                                     
Chandra
11.22 7.50 3.78 0.06 . . 0.03 3.76 11.20 7.56 0.05 15.00
            
Shukra
5.08 1.36 . . . 2.40 8.60 8.86 2.77 9.35 12.64 8.86
            
Guru
29.15 38.04 16.32 26.89 53.16 38.04 22.92 8.04 . . . 6.96
  30.00    30.00
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Subha bala

45.45 46.90 50.10 26.95 53.16 40.44 61.55 20.66 13.97 16.91 12.69 30.82

Malefic Aspects ( Asubhadrishti )
                                                                     
Surya
. . . -0.66 -5.12 -10.54 -6.01 -2.86 -14.32 -10.60 -6.82 -3.04
            
Budha
-7.16 . . . -7.61 -30.45 -37.16 -14.55 -30.44 -52.51 -37.39 -22.27
            
Kuja
-4.44 -0.72 . . . -3.03 -9.87 -8.22 -1.50 -11.89 -12.00 -8.22
       -3.75    -3.75
Sani
-14.43 -10.71 -6.99 -3.27 . . . -0.54 -4.77 -10.77 -6.48 -2.16
   -11.25     -11.25

Asubha bala

-26.03 -11.43 -6.99 -15.18 -12.73 -44.02 -53.04 -29.92 -62.28 -85.77 -62.69 -39.44

Drishti Pinda / Drik Bala

19.42 35.47 43.11 11.77 40.43 -3.58 8.51 -9.26 -48.31 -68.86 -50.00 -8.62

Bhava Bala Table

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Bhavadhipati Bala
257.29 482.95 340.80 353.88 434.69 437.74 437.74 434.69 353.88 340.80 482.95 597.06
Bhava Digbala
30.00 50.00 40.00 30.00 10.00 40.00 0 20.00 50.00 60.00 40.00 20.00
Bhavadrishti Bala
19.42 35.47 43.11 11.77 40.43 -3.58 8.51 -9.26 -48.31 -68.86 -50.00 -8.62
Total Bhava Bala
306.71 568.42 423.91 395.65 485.12 474.16 446.25 445.43 355.57 331.94 472.95 608.44
Bhava Bala in Rupas
5.11 9.47 7.07 6.59 8.09 7.90 7.44 7.42 5.93 5.53 7.88 10.14
Relative Rank
12 2 8 9 3 4 6 7 10 11 5 1

Check for Moudhyam (combustion)

When planets come very near to Sun they get 'Moudhyam' (combust). Planets in 'Moudhyam' produce very bad
effects. Moon within 12, Mars 17, Mercury 13, Jupiter 11, Venus 9 and Saturn 15 degrees of the Sun are considered
to be in Moudhyam. 

There are no planets in Moudhyam in this horoscope

Graha Yuddha (Planetary war)

Planets except the Sun and the Moon enter into war when they are closer than one degree from each other. Although
there are differences of opinion regarding which planets win in graha yuddha, the concept followed here is that :
Among others, the planet on the northern side wins.

There are no planets in graha yuddha in this horoscope.
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Summary of Grahavastha

Planet Exaltation/ Combustion Graha Yuddha Retrograde Baladi Avastha
 Debilitation    

Moo Kumaravastha
Sun Debilitated Yuvavastha
Mer Vridhavastha
Ven Balavastha
Mar Balavastha
Jup Retrograde Kumaravastha
Sat Retrograde Yuvavastha
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Special Combination of Planets in the Horoscope (YOGA)

Yogas are special combination of planets in the horoscope which influence the life and future of a person. Some are
formed by simple conjunction of planets,whereas others are based on complex astrological logic or peculiar
placement of planets in the chart. Hundreds of combinations and their effects have been described in the ancient
astrological texts. While some combinations are good, others may have undesirable effects.

The important combinations identified in your horoscope are listed below with a brief mention of the effect it can
have on you.

Ruchaka Yoga

Logic:
Mars in kendra position in own house.

As a result of Ruchaka Yoga, you will be physically attractive, and strong. You will be a man of commendable
character. You will be drawn to the police, military or any other disciplined force or organization. Regardless of your
profession or background, you will enjoy wealth and prosperity. You are generous and charitable. Your life span is
over 70. You will be drawn to, and value the importance of, tradition and history.

Sasa Mahayoga

Logic:
Saturn in a kendra in own house.

As a result of Sasha Maha Yoga, you may be professionally connected with the police, law or the army. You will be
dignified and competent in any position. You will have many assistants. Your life span will be over 70. People may
consider you dishonest or self-centered. You will hold a position of leadership within your community.

Neecha Banga Rajayoga

Logic:
Surya  is in its house of debilitation.
Planet which is exalted in the debilitated rasi is in Lagna kendra.
Lord of exaltation rasi of the planet is in Lagna Kendra.

You will be very fortunate and reach high positions. You will be just and fair in all your dealings.

Raja Yoga

Logic:
Lords of Fifth and Tenth houses  aspect each other
Lords of Seventh and Ninth houses  aspect each other
Beneficial Raja yoga is seen in this horoscope

You will rise to positions of power and authority

Sunabha Yoga

Logic:
Planet (excepting Sun) situated in the second house from Moon.
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Sunabha Yoga is formed when the second house from the Moon is occupied by Mars, Mercury, Jupiter, Venus or
Saturn either alone or together. Men born with Sunabha Yoga will naturally become wealthy, intelligent and famous.
They delight in the pleasures of sound and sight. They are generally self-made men.

Anabha Yoga

Logic:
Planet (excepting Sun) situated in the 12th. from Moon.

Anabha Yoga is formed when the 12th house from the Moon is occupied by Mars, Mercury, Jupiter, Venus or Saturn
either alone or together. Anabha Yoga makes a man wealthy and happy, and gives him uncompromising ethics and
standards. You will be physically appealing. You are polite, generous and kind. You will be interested in appearing
well-groomed. You will pay attention to your wife's clothing and appearance.

Dhurudhura Yoga

Logic:
Both Anabha and Sunabha yoga are present.

Dhurudhura Yoga results when both Sunabha and Anabha Yogas are present in a horoscope. Since you have this
yoga, you will be a wealthy man. You will never experience shortage of money. You will have vehicles. Your natural
qualities are those of kindness and nobility. You will probably be famous. This will not spoil your natural qualities of
being kind and noble.

Parvatha Yoga

Logic:
Lord of lagna and lord of 12th house in mutually kendra position.

You will become wealthy, prosperous, liberal, charitable,humerous and head of an institution,town or village.You
will be passionate also.

Dehapushti Yoga

Logic:
Lagna lord in a movable sign with beneficial aspect.

You will have a strong body. You remain happy even in difficult situations. You will become rich and enjoy life.

Sada Sanchara Yoga

Logic:
Lord of Lagna in a movable sign.

You are always on the move. Even your job may involve plenty of travelling. Ensure that your objectives are definite
and clear so that you do not become a wanderer.

Mathrumooladhana Yoga

Logic:
Lord of second joins the lord of fourth.
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You will gain money with the help and blessing of your mother.

Dwigraha Yoga

Logic:
Two planets are situated in the same house
Budha,Kuja are in Fourth house

You may need to pay extra attention to make both ends meet. The knack of talking charmingly comes naturally to
you. You are a person interested in different types of building techniques and artistic and physical activities.
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Bhava Predictions

This report describes the influence of planets on your character and life. You may find repetitions or contradictions
in the report which only show the interactive nature of various planets on your life.

Personality, physical structure, status

The first house of the horoscope represents the personality characteristics, physical structure, status and fame of the
person.

Based on the position of Lagna the following characteristics may be present in your personality. You are: ambitious;
warm-hearted; cheerful; steady; proud; determined; courageous; quick to anger; sincere; forgiving; adaptable. You
are interested in: art; literature, music; the wilderness and forests; good food. Physically you are: broad shouldered,
magnetic. You love music. You will do well in governmental or institutional jobs. You are extremely concerned
about the welfare of your mother. You lead and encourage family discussions. You uphold traditional values, but you
are tolerant. You may suffer from nervous troubles. Your ambitions may remain unfulfilled if misunderstandings
arise with your superiors.

Since your Lagna lies in the third Drekkana of its house, you will do well in managing your finances. You earn
money in unexpected or unusual ways. You are good at contract-work, and do well in the export business and in
intellectual pursuits. The most important years in your life are 20, 25, 30, 33, 38, 43 and 48.

Since the lord of the ascendant is in the 3rd house, you participate in acts that are courageous and honourable. You
are capable of maintaining parallel relationships with different people, which is fine in casual friendships but
dangerous when it comes to romance. Some of your ways appear unorthodox or unnatural to others. People may talk
about you, so if you don't want them to, don't flaunt your life-style. You may gain acceptance in the world of music
or mathematics, especially through the help of your brothers. Your health will be variable.

The aspect of Saturn on the first house, seen in your horoscope, is not a good indication and it is essential that you
take all efforts to keep away from unclean environment and doubtful company of friends.

Wealth, land and properties

Land and properties, wealth, family, speech, food and skills are some of the important topics highlighted by the
second house in a horoscope.

As the 2nd lord is in the 4th, you will have opportunity to accumulate much wealth. Emotionally, you are dependant
on physical manifestations of love. You see the need to develop a permanent, hard, protective shell against the world
to shield yourself from those you consider your adversaries. You will be thrifty in money dealings. You will do well
financially from dealings with cars, land, or commissions. You will be assisted by your maternal relatives.

Since Mars and the second lord are positioned together, you can stand out in fields connected with law and justice.

It is interesting to note that Ketu is positioned with the second lord. You will be fond of mysterious stories and occult
practices.

Since the second lord and the fourth lord are in conjunction, there are chances of your gaining wealth through
maternal connections.

Since the second lord is aspected by the seventh lord, there are chances of your gaining wealth supported by your life
partner.

Siblings

Third house in the horoscope mainly refers to siblings, courage and  cleverness .
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Since the 3rd lord is in the 5th, you will be respected in your community. You will have a purpose in life. Your
married life will be happy as you and your spouse will usually forgive and forget everything, even the most cruel
confrontations. Anyone who deals with you will sense and respond to your desperate need to be appreciated and
helped. You will be highly benefited by your brothers. You will do well in agriculture, and will be welcomed by a
rich family.

Since the Sun happens to be in the 3rd house, you are strong and courageous. You have an imposing personality.
Your relationship with your brothers and sisters may not be satisfactory. You will be dissatisfied by the attitude of
your bosses.

Property, Education etc.

The fourth house of your horoscope refers to property, education, mother, vehicles, and general happiness.

In your horoscope the lord of the 4th house is occupying the 4th itself. Even as a child, your love of tradition,
community, and family will be recognized by others. You will acquire financial strength and will be extremely
respected in society. You may be considered to have a hedonistic streak.

As Mars is the lord of the 4th house, you will have a martial spirit and take this mentality into any activity with
which you become involved. However, you will also possess a lot of practical wisdom. Your warrior like sense of
commitment will be highly appreciated. Your orientation is practical rather than theoretical.

Since Mercury is seen occupying the fourth, you will do well in education. You will have instinctive interest in
astrology, and in connected celestial and scientific developments. You are capable of deep concentration, and
generally, mathematics and calculations should be easy for you. Education or career connected with these areas are
most advisable for you. Your father will be a self-made, strong-willed individual. You have a good sense of humour
and command respect. You enjoy travelling.

Since Mars is occupying the fourth, you are likely to do well in politics. You should not expect too much from your
mother, relatives, or friends. You are likely to argue with your mother.

As Mars and Mercury influence each other in your chart, you are likely to do well in any field of study where there is
scope for good reasoning. Analytical studies or research connected with scientific development will be most suitable
for you.

Since a malefic planet joins Mars,you are prone to disappointment and manifest signs of escapism as a way to deal
with the world. Such negative thoughts should be kept under control. Sharing feelings with good friends, and taking
short holidays will help you.

Since Ketu is seen occupying the fourth, you will be separated from mother and from your birth place. You will grow
as an individual during your stay away from home. You must be prepared to face sudden changes in your life,
whether good or bad. You will have an innate ability for prediction and prognostication; this trait will surprise
others. You may choose a profession where this ability can be utilized to your advantage.

It is seen that Mars is afflicted by other planets. Hence, take extra care in property dealings so as to avoid losses.

Children, mind, intelligence.

The fifth house of the horoscope mainly gives indications regarding children, mind and intelligence.

Venus is placed in the 5th house. As it is easy to please and displease you. People think you are capricious and
indiscriminate. You enjoy speculation.

Since the 5th lord is in the 11th, you will be learned, dear to people, and may be an author. Apart from the above,
you will have ample opportunities to develop and demonstrate your skills in various fields, including academic
circles. To the very best of your ability, you will build a more secure future for your children. An intellectual and
emotional involvement with you is sure to be an educational experience for your children during their development.
Eventually you will feel proud of your children.
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Positioning of benefic planets in the fifth house from Lagna, Moon or Jupiter or benefic planets aspecting these
houses is considered to favour well for having children. Such positive indications are seen in this horoscope.

Diseases, enemies, obstacles

The sixth house gives indications regarding diseases, enemies, obstacles and other generally negative topics.

The Moon occupies the 6th house. You may have abdominal trouble. Your sense of accommodation and tolerance is
comparatively low.

Since the 6th lord is in the 7th, in reality your marital life will be very different from what you expected. You will
marry from within your circle of friends, or someone related to the family. Your maternal uncle will probably live far
from home. Your spouse must be allowed to express all displeasure freely in order to eventually learn that impulsive
rash behaviour usually brings only regret. If your friends are aimless or unfocused, you will finally draw away from
them. You believe in a clear purpose to all human interactions. You are not a dreamer.

Marriage etc.

The various aspects of your married life are influenced by the 7th. house.

Your 7th lord is in the 7th house. You will be equally energetic or dynamic in your boyhood as in adulthood. Women
will be attracted to you from an early age. Soon they will see that you are as genuinely attractive on the inside as you
are on the outside. Those who know you respect you. Your wife will probably be from a wealthy, or socially eminent
family. You will lead a happily married life. It is hard for you to be openly complimentary or appreciative toward
your wife. Your marriage will be a result of unusual circumstances in one way or another. It may even be a
reconsideration or a second marriage. You will gain a reputation as a diplomat and a hard worker. You may live far
from your place of birth. You will be interested in and involved in political activity. You will be successful in your
career. You will be placed in positions of trust. Problems for the head and eyes are indicated. You will have to wear
glasses at an early age.

A person from the west could make an ideal partner for you.

Your partner may be tall and of medium complexion.

Saturn is in your 7th house. You will have many women friends and you will develop serious relationships.
However, your relationships will be troubled and may not last long. You may even have a brief and unhappy early
marriage. You will not get married until relatively late. The woman you finally choose will be a devoted and dutiful
wife. You may move far away from the place of your birth.

Since Jupiter influences the Sun, your wife will probably be religious. She will give you good advice.

Apart from the above, you should be happy to note that there is a beneficial influence of Jupiter on the seventh lord
and this reduces any bad effects predicted otherwise.

Longevity, difficulties

The eighth house gives indications regarding longevity, medical treatment and other difficulties.

Since the 8th lord is in the 11th, you will be happy during adulthood, though there may be problems or miseries
during early childhood. You are a delightful story-teller, and everyone accepts that you will always add a little here
and take away a little there to make your stories entertaining. It is easy to fall in love with you. But falling in love is
easier for you than staying in love. You are self controlled. Your spouse may try your patience with chameleonic
moods, absent-mindedness, duality of purpose and lack of adaptability. Your partner is a challenge to your
managerial skills. You may develop a good relationship with your elder brother, who may be having a difficult time
in some way.

Fortune, Prosperity, Inheritance etc.
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In your horoscope, the lord of the 9th house is occupying the 4th. So you will be the son of a rich or influential
mother. When you grow up you will own or manage large tracts of property and many buildings. You may earn
money through estates and land dealings.

Profession

Verse from Phaladeepika says that the tenth house indicates Vyapara (commerce), Aspada (rank or position), Karma
(acts, occupation, profession), Jaya (success), Kirti (fame), Kratu (sacrifice), Jeevana (livelihood, profession),
Vyoma (sky), Achara (conduct), Guna (good qualities), Pravritti (inclination), Gamana (going), Ajna (command)

According to Sarvartha Chintamani, from the tenth house, the astrologer should judge occupation, command,
authority, fame, rain, life in foreign lands, performance of sacrifice, esteem, respect, means of livelihood, profession,
the knees and the servants. An analysis of the tenth house, lord of tenth house, planets in tenth house, position of Sun
and Moon are analysed below to get an insight into the professions astrologically indicated for you.

In your horoscope, the lord of the tenth house is placed in the fifth house.
Verse from Brihat Parasara Hora indicates that you will be proficient in many branches of learning. You will happy
and wealthy. You will have sons.

Tenth house is Taurus. It is a earthy sign. It denotes agricultural pursuits. As it is the second sign of the zodiac, it
denotes finance also.

Taurus is said to represent house agents, brokers, bankers and company managers. Venus ruling this sign is helpful to
musicians, actors and dress makers.

Farming, gardening, horticulture, flowers, ornaments, glass, milk, rice, cotton, silk, plastic, music, sugar and vehicle
sales are the areas where you can be successful.

Rahu is in the tenth house in your horoscope.
According to Mantreswara, you will become famous. You may not enjoy the company of children very much. You
have a tendency to involve in other's business. You can be difficult at times. You are fearless. You aspire and work
towards attaining powerful positions. You find success in latter part of your life. You are interested in quick money.

Apart from the above analysis based on the planetary positions in the horoscope, some general guidance can be
derived from the birth star itself. Occupations suggested for your birth star are related to the following.

Mine, mine products, petroleum, oils, liquids, kerosene, wet lands, wells, excavation, tunnels, fisheries, agriculture,
plumbing, ice-cream, fridge, air conditioning, pearls, submarine.

In your horoscope, Sun is in debilitated position. You have to plan your education and job options in advance to
ensure proper placement. You cannot afford to take things lightly.

Jupiter aspects the tenth lord. This strengthens the good effects indicated earlier.

Income

The eleventh house mainly gives indications regarding income and sources of income.

As the 11th lord is in the 4th, you acquire wealth and profit through estates, rentals and produce of the earth. Your
mother will be famous for her gentility and character. Your academic abilities will be recognized and feted. Your
partner will be lovable and charming.

Since Jupiter occupies the 11th house, your friends will be faithful and stand by you in times of need. You will be
intrepid, affluent and well-known. The size of your family will be limited.

A benefic planet is positioned in the eleventh house. This is a positive indication.
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Eleventh lord is in a Kendra position. Therefore, you will be able to enjoy wealth.

Expenditure, losses

The twelfth house gives indications regarding expenditure and losses.

Since the 12th lord is in the 6th, you will be happy, prosperous and long-lived. It is easy for you to defeat those who
work against you. Expense in lawsuits will be settled to your advantage. But you tend to get angry at the most
unexpected moments and cause bitterness among the people you love. You do, however, repent and spend much time
making up for your conduct.

Effect of Dasa/Apahara

In Indian Astrology, the Dasa system divides your life into periods and sub-periods which are influenced by various
planets. The general trend of fortunes and misfortunes that may be expected are given below. The intensity of
experiences may vary depending on the natal and transit position of the planets. This needs further in-depth analysis.
The effects which are not applicable to a child should be considered as applicable to the parents. Predictions are
given starting from current dasa onwards. Details of apahara (bhukti) are given for a maximum of twenty five years
only. The starting and ending of each apahara is also shown. (The initial five years are skipped for infants.) Strength
of planets is judged by their positions in Saptavarga.
 

Sani Dasa (Saturn)

The planet Saturn presides over sorrow, disabilities, disease, distress, and pain. You should expect your share of ups
and downs, pleasures and displeasures during this period of Saturn. However, people in powerful positions or in
government may be favourably inclined toward you at this time. Your assistants and subordinates will be happy to
serve you. This may also be a period of pleasant surprises. You may be susceptible to rheumatic conditions.

Since Sasa Mahayoga is found in your chart, Dasa period of Saturn could be surprisingly beneficial for you.
 
Since Saturn occupies a good position in your horoscope, you will succeed in your efforts during this period due to
your own hard-work. You may enjoy the benefits of agriculture. You may inherit property.
 

∇∇∇∇  (  07-02-2019  >>  07-09-2020 )

The sub-period of Moon in the Saturn dasa is for 1 year 7 months. During the sub-period of Moon in the Saturn dasa
there can be few problems. There can be fear of troubles. This is the time where you have to be very careful about
your relations.  You may be very emotional.  That can cause bitterness in the relations.  You will get a tendency to
argue for unwanted reasons and you should curb that. You have to be very wise in expenditures. There are chances
for wrong financial decisions. You may see obstacles in life.

∇∇∇∇  (  07-09-2020  >>  17-10-2021 )

The sub-period of Mars in the Saturn dasa is for 1 year 1 month 9 days. During the sub-period of Mars in the Saturn
dasa there can be opportunities for long distance travels.  Chances for diseases also exist. There can be moments of
unhappiness, but towards the end of this period, you will be happy.    You will get more money and confidence.
Saturn and Mars are two opposite energies in astrology. You may feel that life is pulling you in two different
directions. You have to be careful in using electricity and metals. Minor health ailments are also indicated.

∇∇∇∇  (  17-10-2021  >>  23-08-2024 )

The sub-period of Rahu in the Saturn dasa is for 2 years 10 months 6 days. During the sub-period of Rahu in the
Saturn dasa, there can be many problems.  You will be very alert and you will approach every situation with this
same attitude.  You will spend time in meditation and self-appraisal. You may have to be careful about your finances.
You may try to argue with your family. This will cause issues in the relationships. You may display a rebellious
nature. This can make others away from you. You have to be more understanding of others needs. Thus, you can be
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more peaceful during this dasa.

∇∇∇∇  (  23-08-2024  >>  06-03-2027 )

The sub-period of Jupiter in the Saturn dasa   is for 2 years 6 months 12 days.  During this dasa, there will happy
moments.  There will be so many people around you to help in personal life as well as professional life. There will be
praises and approvals from many places that too unexpected. You will either participate or organize auspicious
events like a wedding. You will be interested in learning. Jupiter is the great benefic in astrology. You may even go
for a long trip. You will be more recognized. You will be interested in spiritual deeds.

   

Budha Dasa (Mercury)

During this Budha dasa there will be no shortage of help from those older than you. You will more acutely appreciate
and enjoy the environment, animals, and birds. You will also have the companionship of both men and women. Your
attention may be diverted to religion or philanthropy. However, this period may uncover some health problems. You
will develop and appreciate intellectual and literary activities.

It is seen that Mercury is strong in your chart.
 
You will be more inclined to devote time and energy to studying, writing, reading, reviewing or interacting profitably
with others. Your negotiating and mediating skills will be improved. Friends and relatives may prove useful. You
may travel more in the northern direction and enjoy or gain from such travel. Association with people younger than
you will be beneficial.
 

∇∇∇∇  (  06-03-2027  >>  02-08-2029 )

The sub-period of Mercury in the Mercury dasa is for 2 years 4 months 27 days. During the sub-period of Mercury in
the Mercury dasa, your intelligence will be sharp.  You may indulge in some creative projects. There will be
opportunities to display your knowledge.  You will be taking up more responsibilities.  You will be surrounded by
your admirers. Your advice will be accepted by your young generation in the family.  This will make you happier and
contended.  Auspicious functions like marriage can take place in your family. You will be very active throughout this
dasa. You may get more material comforts.

∇∇∇∇  (  02-08-2029  >>  30-07-2030 )

The sub-period of Ketu in the Mercury dasa is for 11 months 27 days.  During the sub-period of Ketu in the Mercury,
dasa can give you concerns about the current situation.  You may be emotional about family and others. This doesn’t
mean that entire period is going to be negative. Beneficial situations can occur at any time.  You must take due care
of your health. Ketu signifies moksha and spirituality. This apahara may bring some events which can divert your
attention towards spirituality. You may learn spiritual texts.

∇∇∇∇  (  30-07-2030  >>  30-05-2033 )

The sub-period of Venus in the Mercury is for 2 years 10 months. During the sub-period of Venus in the Mercury
dasa you will find yourself stable and happy. Venus signifies luck, comfort and happiness. This time, you will
become a respectable person in your society. Physical and mental health will be good. You will find happiness
humanitarian deeds. You may renovate your home or office.  There can be auspicious events like marriage can
happen in the family. Great chances of learning ancient texts are also seen during this apahara.  Minor health issues
like headaches and fever are also indicated.

∇∇∇∇  (  30-05-2033  >>  05-04-2034 )

The sub-period of Sun in the Mercury dasa is for 10 months 6 days. The sub-period of Sun in the Mercury dasa you
will see that your accomplishments are bringing you happiness. Sun signifies power and authority.  Your friends and
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relatives may be in distress and they will come to you for encouragement. You will be taking part in important family
and social events. More social recognition is indicated. Chances to travel and acquiring a new property also are seen.
You will invest time in hobbies. You will spend time in learning sacred and philosophical texts. You will have a
cordial relationship with your dear and near ones. You will be busy in charity-related projects.

∇∇∇∇  (  05-04-2034  >>  05-09-2035 )

The sub-period of Moon in the Mercury dasa is for 1 year 5 months.  The sub-period of Moon in the Mercury dasa
can give you skin problems and you have to be extra cautious about this.  You will spend time with your pets. At the
same time, you should take protection of infection from the pets as well as stray animals. Moon is peace, comfort,
emotions and mother in astrology. You may have to take care of your mental peace during this apahara.   You may
have to be very careful about your speech. Your attitude may upset your enemies. There can be some auspicious
functions too at home.

∇∇∇∇  (  05-09-2035  >>  01-09-2036 )

The sub-period of Mars in the Mercury dasa is for 11 months 27 days.  The sub-period of Mars in the Mercury dasa
can give you headaches, or minor injury to the head.  Mars is aggression in astrology. During this apahara, you have
to be careful with fire, electricity and sharp objects. You may be very impatient. You have to adjust with family
members. Otherwise, there can be the unwanted argument. There can be relocation related to residence. Take care of
thieves during this time period.  There can be some dissatisfaction in the financial growth, but situations will
improve by the end of this apahara.

∇∇∇∇  (  01-09-2036  >>  21-03-2039 )

The sub-period of Rahu in the Mercury dasa is for 2 years 6 months 18 days.  During the sub-period of Rahu in the
Mercury dasa, your opponents can give you unexpected troubles. You should be careful not to spend time with
aggressive people. There are chances of unwanted arguments. You must avoid such situations.  You should be
careful with electrical equipment and fire. You should avoid traveling through the darkness. You will be interested in
learning.  You will be wise in handling money. Your financial status will be satisfactory.

∇∇∇∇  (  21-03-2039  >>  26-06-2041 )

The sub-period of Jupiter in the Mercury dasa is for 2 years 3 months 6 days.  You will be happy in the sub-period of
Jupiter in the Mercury dasa. Your physical health will be good and you will be always happy.  You will not hesitate
to honor others. Other will be ready to help you. You will be part of auspicious events like marriage. More social
recognition is also indicated. Jupiter is great benefic in astrology. You will be more interested in spiritual and
philosophy related studies. You may even teach others. More social recognition is also indicated.

∇∇∇∇  (  26-06-2041  >>  06-03-2044 )

The sub-period of Saturn in the Mercury dasa is for 2 years 8 months 9 days.  During the sub-period of Saturn in the
Mercury dasa, you will see changes in your perspectives. You can even become greedier and be looking for
materialistic pleasures.  You may even feel like being lazy. Saturn is obstacles and delay in astrology. You may feel
that life is moving very slow. You may have to put a lot of energy to get things done. Events may bring more interest
in spirituality. You may study spiritual texts. You must guard your wealth.

   

Ketu Dasa

During this dasa, you will have your share of suffering and problems. You may appear worried or tense. You should
try and maintain your calm and focus your attentions on what you are doing. You may suffer from one of the
following problems: enmity from rivals on account of women; loss of prestige or image; scandals; or dental
problems. Consult a dentist early. However, Ketu may confer money, power, domestic happiness and other benefits.
Check the nature of Ketu in your chart for an added analysis of its potential effects.
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Since Ketu is strongly placed this period may not be very bad for you.
 
You will be more inclined than before to introspection and worship. Your family income will have a connection with
medicine. You will enjoy domestic comforts and luxuries. You will be interested in religious activities. This is a
lucky period with freedom from disease.
 

∇∇∇∇  (  06-03-2044  >>  02-08-2044 )

The sub-period of Ketu in the Ketu dasa is for 4 months 27 days. During the sub-period of Ketu in the Ketu dasa, you
may feel a general discomfort. You must avoid the entire situation to be questioned and investigated.  There can be
issues with IRS or other governmental agencies. You must control yourself despite the circumstances. You may have
to be very careful when you deal with your relatives. You may even take some harsh decision to get them away. Ketu
signifies Moksha. Almost all the events happening in this dasa will make you think more about spirituality and
moksha. Don’t make any hasty steps.
 
Graha dosham and Remedies

Kuja Dosha Check

Great importance is attached to the effect of KUJA in a horoscope. Kuja plays an important role in determining
marriage compatibility. Often people say that there is Kuja dosham in a horoscope simply because Kuja is in the 7th.
or 8th. house. However, authentic books on astrology gives several rules of exception by which Kuja dosha can be
considered as nullified. A proper analysis on this basis is given below to see if there is Kuja dosham in your
horoscope or not.

In this horoscope, Kuja (Mars) is in the Fourth house.

This position gives some dosham.
However, since the house is Vrischika - Vrischika the Kuja dosha is nullified.

Result of Kuja Dosha check with respect to Lagna

No Kuja Dosha in this horoscope

Remedies

Since there is no Kuja dosha in your horoscope, you do not need to take any remedies

Rahu Dosha & Ketu Dosha

Rahu and Ketu are shadowy planets. Their movement is interrelated and as parts of one body they are at all times just
opposite to each other but keeping in view of aspect (drishti), they can be regarded together.

In general, Rahu carries the positive and beneficial tone of Jupiter and hence stands for growth and development and
self help while Ketu expresses the restrictions and obstacles of Saturn and hence thought to restrict growth. In this
way Rahu represents positive objectives and Ketu denotes the easy way out with little opportunity for growth.

Thus Rahu signifies materialism and desires, whereas Ketu signifies spiritual tendencies and process of the
refinement of materialization to spirit but obstacles in the material realm. Rahu is considered to be wile, deceitful
and dishonest.

Rahu Dosha
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No Rahu Dosha found in this horoscope.

Remedies To Rahu Dosha

Since there is no Rahu dosha in your horoscope, you do not need to take any remedies

Ketu Dosha

Pleasure and prosperity of your family life depend on your efforts and state of mind. You enjoy less benefit from
your father. Your dedicated efforts would help you own house, land and vehicle. Your partner could be the person
next to your mother supporting and benefiting your life. You may strife for more to carry out extra responsibilities.
Avoiding unnecessary thoughts will help you enjoy your fortunes. Be always humble to your dear ones and do not let
any friend to exploit you. You may seek medical advice for hormonal problems.

Remedies To Ketu Dosha

To alleviate the bad effects of Ketu, you can follow the below mentioned remedies.

Take a few grams of horse gram in a white cloth bag and keep it under your pillow before you sleep. You should
feed crows with these horse grams in the next morning. Follow this for 9 consecutive days, and visit Lord Ganesha
temple on the final day evening. Perform Pradakshina (Parikarma) at the temple and give possible offerings.

Get a Ketukavachayanthra and keep it with devotion.

Worship the deities of Ketu - Lord Ganesh and Lord Hanuman. Visit those temples daily and give possible offerings. 

Keeping a Sudarsana chakra at home with daily chanting of the following sloka considerably reduces the ill effects
of Ketu

Asmik Mandale Adhidevatha +Êº¨ÉEò ¨ÉÆb÷±Éä +ÊvÉnäù´ÉiÉÉ
Prathyadhidevatha Sahitham |ÉlªÉÉÊvÉnäù´ÉiÉÉ ºÉÉÊ½ølÉ¨É
Kekeegraham  Dhyaayaami Aavahayaami. EäòEòÒOÉ¨É vÉªÉÉªÉÉÊ¨É +É´ÉÉ½øÉªÉÉ¨ÉÒ

Shreem Om Namo Bhagavathi Shree Shoolini ¸ÉÓò $ xÉ¨ÉÉä ¦ÉMÉ´ÉiÉÒ ¸ÉÒ ¶ÉÚÊ±ÉxÉÒ
Sarva Bhootheswari Jwala Jwalamayi Suprada ºÉ´ÉÇ ¦ÉÖiÉä·É®ôÒ V´ÉÉ±ÉÉ V´ÉÉ±ÉÉ ¨ÉÉªÉÒ ºÉÖ|ÉnùÉ 
Sarva Bhoothaadi Doshaya Doshaya ºÉ´ÉÇ ¦ÉÚiÉÉÊnù nùÉä¹ÉÉªÉÉ nùÉä¹ÉÉªÉÉ 
Kethur Graha Nipeedithaath Nakshathre EäòiÉÖ®ôOÉ½ø ÊxÉ{ÉÒb÷ÒiÉÉlÉ xÉIÉjÉä 
Rashou Jaatham Sarvaanaam Mam ®ôÉ¶ÉÉäVÉÉlÉÉ¨É ºÉ´ÉÇxÉÉ¨É ¨É¨É
Mokshaya Mokshaya Swaha. ¨ÉÉäIÉ ¨ÉÉäIÉ º´ÉÉ&

Remedies

Star Remedies

As you are born in Thiruvonam star, your star lord is Moon. You prefer to keep a safe distance from benevolent
thoughts and acts in the money matters. This is mostly due to your miserly nature. 

On the basis of the birth star, the Dasa periods of some planets may be generally unfavorable to you. The birth star
being Thiruvonam suggests that you may have bitter experiences during the dasa periods of Saturn, Rahu and Kethu.

There will be a number of visible changes in your feelings, thoughts and lifestyle during this period. You may have
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to stay away from your native place for better prospects. You will need to be economical. Be careful that others don't
consider you a miser because of this. You will be very inflexible in your eating habits during this period.

The lord of the birth sign Makaram is Saturn. Always be clear about your belief in others and the enthusiasm in the
discharge of duties. Taking into account how your ideas and actions have an influence on others will be beneficial. It
will be difficult to get the rightful consideration for the ethical attitude of leaders. 

Avoid transactions and auspicious functions in the unfavourable stars of Chathayam, Uthrattathi, Aswathi, Makam,
Pooram and Uthram (Chingam sign).

You must practice restraining your words and behaviour during the unfavourable Dasa periods, especially on the
hostile stars. Try to stay away from unnecessary tussles. It is best not to interfere in others' matters during this period.

Practicing customary remedial measures will help to mitigate the negative effects.

Praying regularly to Lord Ayyappa and Mother Goddess, particularly during the hostile Dasa period, is considered to
be beneficial. For better prospects, visit temples of Goddess on stars of Thiruvonam, Rohini and Atham. Performing
the required Poojas on Amavasi days or on the Mondays in the Thiruvonam star will give excellent results.

Pray daily to the lord of the star, Moon, to get good results. Donating free meals daily according to your ability is
also auspicious.

Moreover, for better results observe the rites to please the lord of the sign, Saturn. Skip rice meal once on Saturdays.
Selecting and wearing white, black and dark blue dresses is considered auspicious.

Lord Vishnu is the lord of Thiruvonam star. Chant faithfully any of the following Mantras to appease the Lord and
receive good prospects:

1 Om vishno raraadamasi vishnoha
 Shnach throstho vishnoha syoorasi
 Vishnordhuvo si vaishnavamasi vishnavethwam

2 Om vishnave namaha

Besides, nurturing plants, animals and birds is considered highly auspicious. Especially, avoid harming female
monkey, the animal of Thiruvonam star and its habitat. It is also good to offer fruits and other eatables to monkeys.
Try to plant and grow Erukku, the official tree of Thiruvonam and do not cut its branches. Do not harm hen, the
official bird of Thiruvonam and stop including chicken in your meals. The element of Thiruvonam is Wind. Worship
the lord of wind and prevent air pollution for advancement in life.

Dasa Remedies

The remedies for the harmful effects of dasa

The analysis of the general trend of fortunes and misfortunes, during the dasa of each planet, is based on the
planetary position in the horoscope. The examination of the benefic and malefic effects of the planets shows that
some dasa periods are not generally favorable to you. In order to mitigate the harmful effects of the unfavourable
dasa periods, you must observe certain remedial rites.

The unfavourable dasa periods in this horoscope and the remedial rites to be observed during that period are given
below.

Dasa :Sani

Now you are going through the dasa period of Sani.

Your birth star is Shravana. Therefore you may occasionally face unfavorable experiences during this dasa.
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According to the planetary position in this horoscope, you are likely to undergo adverse experiences during Saturn
dasa. You will have to face unexpected obstacles and difficulties in every field. You may not be able to fight against
unfavourable situations. Tension may affect your natural sleep.

The intensity of the harmful effects of Saturn dasa varies according to the positional variation of Saturn. Some of the
difficulties that you may have to face, when Saturn is in unfavourable positions, are given below.

When Saturn is debilitated, you will have to face the frequent difficulties in your life with a courageous spirit. You
may not always be able to formulate   ideas with insight and put it in to practice. As a result you may incur financial
losses.

During this period the relation with the elderly people may be strained. Generally your social transactions will lack
warmth. Take care that your food is hygienic. 

During this period there will be a considerable decrease in your capacity to resist diseases. You may not get respite
from diseases easily. You may suffer excessively due to Saturn's bad influence.

When Saturn is in unfavourable positions, your ability to think practically will decline considerably. You are advised
not to be mentally disturbed.

If you experience an increase in these sorts of troubles during Saturn dasa, you can easily deduce that Saturn is in
unfavourable positions. Those who are more affected by these troubles must adopt the ways to appease Saturn.
Appeasing Saturn not only nullifies its harmful effects but also makes your life prosperous.

Based on the detailed examination of this horoscope, the specific directions you are to follow in the Saturn dasa are
given below.

Dress

Dark blue and black are the favourite colours of Saturn. Wearing these colours will help you to appease Saturn. In
order to reduce the harmful effects, you should wear dark blue on Saturdays.

LifeStyle

Your lifestyle in the Saturn dasa period should complement the requirements of Saturn. In order to escape from the
harmful effects of Saturn, you should lead a disciplined life. You must think before taking any action. You should
avoid reckless actions, adventures and competitions.

Saturn can create obstacles to good causes like prosperity, peace and the grace of god. So you must try to repel its
harmful effects through good deeds and by following the path of virtue. Avoid circumstances which may make you
do bad things. Engage in activities like farming or appreciating the beauty of nature. Abstain from taking cold food
and cool drinks. Performing the pithr karmas (suspended rites for the well-being of forefathers or departed souls) and
respecting and caring the elders of the family will be beneficial to you.

Devatha Bhajanam

Lord Shiva and Sri Ayyappa are usually worshipped to eliminate the harmful effects of Saturn dasa. Some
astrologers have recommended the worship of Hanuman. The astrologers of Kerala recommend the worship of Sri
Ayyappa. Visiting the temple of Sri Ayyappa wearing black or blue dresses, while fasting; and presenting light
offerings and sesame sweet broth (Ellu payasa) libation are some of the ways to appease Saturn.

Alms (Daanam)

Giving alms good heartedly is a fine method to wash away your sins.

You can donate sesame, black cow, blue sapphire, sesame oil, iron statue of Saturn, antimony sulphate (anjanakallu),
black silk, black grains etc to appease Saturn. It is beneficial to give food to the destitute. Take some sesame oil in a
flat vessel and see your reflection in it. Giving away this oil will provide good results.
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Observe the above remedies till 6-3-2027.

Dasa :Budha

Your Budha dasa starts on 6-3-2027

Lord of the dasa has malfic associations. Therefore you may occasionally face unfavorable experiences during this
dasa.

According to the planetary position in this horoscope, you are likely to undergo adverse experiences during Mercury
dasa. You may come across many unforeseen complications in this period. You are advised to exercise self-restrain
in speech. Be careful while dealing with the situations which demand taking important decisions.

The intensity of the harmful effects of Mercury dasa varies according to the positional variation of Mercury. Some of
the difficulties that you may have to face, when Mercury is in unfavourable positions, are given below.

When Mercury is debilitated, you may not achieve the desired satisfaction in your field of activity. Unanticipated
hindrances are likely to occur in the execution of auspicious feats.

During this period you may make delay in taking logical decisions and implementing it. You may need assistance in
your field. It won't be easy to deviate from the long practiced customs. As a result, you may incur practical
difficulties and unexpected losses.

You may find it difficult to maintain personal relationships. Your words and actions may evoke adverse
consequences in certain situations. All may not happen according to your expectations. Be careful while making
diplomatic decisions.

If you experience an increase in these sorts of troubles during Mercury dasa, you can easily deduce that Mercury is in
unfavourable positions. Those who are more affected by these troubles must adopt the ways to appease Mercury.
Appeasing Mercury not only nullifies its harmful effects but also makes your life prosperous.

Based on the detailed examination of this horoscope, the specific directions you are to follow in the Mercury dasa
are given below.

Dress

Green is the favourite colour of Mercury. So wear green dresses to appease Mercury. It is auspicious to wear green
dresses on Wednesdays and while worshipping Mercury.

LifeStyle

You can escape from the harmful effects of Mercury dasa to certain extend by cultivating a noble approach in your
thought and action. Engaging in educational disciplines like reading, writing and learning will help you to appease
Mercury. You can gain by developing your communication skill and acquiring new knowledge. Try to learn new
languages and enter new areas of knowledge. Being worldly-wise and listening to the words of learned men will help
you during Mercury dasa. Reading puranas and other such holy books daily will be beneficial to you.

Fasting (Vratham)

The term 'fasting' signifies the practice of frugality in the consumption of food materials. Above all, the ultimate
motive of fasting and observing rites is to attain all kinds of purity by subduing your body, mind and utterance. You
should fast on the days which are relevant to the planet and the days special to you. You should fast on Wednesdays
to gratify Mercury.

Abstain from consuming alcohol, non-vegetarian foods and other intoxicants while fasting. Natural foods like fruits,
vegetables, and green leaves- which help digestion- are the suitable food for these days. Refrain from eating cereals,
oily, hot and sour food. You can fast partially or fully according to the intensity of the harmful effects. It is not
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appropriate to indulge in pomp and pleasure while fasting. Your fasting will be fruitful only if you restrict your
expression and emotion.

Alms (Daanam)

Giving alms good heartedly is a fine method to wash away your sins.

Donate gold, green gems, the image of Mercury and green clothes to appease Mercury. It is beneficial to give away
sugar, ghee, pulses or the food made with it.

Observe the above remedies till 6-3-2044.

Dasa :Ketu

Your Ketu dasa starts on 6-3-2044

Your birth star is Shravana. Therefore you may occasionally face unfavorable experiences during this dasa.

According to the planetary position in this horoscope, you are likely to undergo adverse experiences during Ketu
dasa. During this period your imaginative insight in every field may be defective. You will fear for the success of
every venture in which you are involved. As this period may affect your concentration you will be slow in grasping
things.

The intensity of the harmful effects of Ketu dasa varies according to the positional variation of Ketu. Some of the
difficulties that you may have to face, when Ketu is in unfavourable positions, are given below.

When Ketu is debilitated, you may have the tendency to take contrary decisions. You will have to depend on others
to fulfill your needs. You may debase the necessity for self defense.  

During this period you will like to live in the past. Try to maintain privacy in your activities. Your body temperature
will increase.

During this period you will have diseases related to digestion. You may tend to be anemic. You will have to be alert
while traveling.

You will have a tendency to use others possessions when Ketu is in an unfavourable position. You will struggle in
maintaining a healthy married life.

If you experience an increase in these sorts of troubles during Ketu dasa, you can easily deduce that Ketu is in
unfavourable positions. Those who are more affected by these troubles must adopt the ways to appease Ketu.
Appeasing Ketu not only nullifies its harmful effects but also makes your life prosperous.

Based on the detailed examination of this horoscope, the specific directions you are to follow in the Ketu dasa are
given below.

Dress

Wearing red dresses will help you to appease Ketu. You can also wear black dresses. You must wear red dresses on
Tuesdays. It is auspicious to wear back or red dresses while worshiping.

LifeStyle

Your lifestyle in the Ketu dasa period should complement the requirements of Ketu. Doctrinal knowledge and
spiritual lifestyle will enable your mind to escape from the difficulties in the Ketu dasa period. Accept advises and
directions of the learned people. This will help in strengthening your mind. Restarting the suspended religious rites,
finding some time for chanting mantras and meditation, and practicing a systematic lifestyle are important. Don't
quarrel with those inside and outside your family. Don't hesitate to make concessions. Be careful while traveling in
vehicles. Your presence is necessary while doing poojas and remedial measures.
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Devatha Bhajanam

Lord Ganapathi is to be worshipped to eliminate the harmful effects of Ketu dasa. Doing Ganapathi sacrifice (homa)
on your birth star day; visiting Ganapathi temple on the fourth day after the new moon/full moon (chadurthi) while
fasting; and chanting the hymns of Ganapathi are the best ways to reduce the harmful effects of Ketu dasa. Some
astrologers also recommend the worship of goddess Chamundi. The person who's Ketu is in Oja rasi must worship
Lord Ganapathi, and who's is in Yugma rasi must worship goddess Chamundi.

Alms (Daanam)

Giving alms good heartedly is a fine method to wash away your sins.

You can donate horse-gram, goat, weapons, beryl, red or black silk etc to appease Ketu. It is beneficial to give away
the statue of Ketu made of gold, silver or five metals.

Observe the above remedies till 6-3-2051.
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Transit forecast

Name  : Shah Rukh Khan (Male)
Birth Rasi  : Makara
Birth Star  : Shravana

Position of planets on  :  23-June- 2020
Ayanamsa  : Chitra Paksha

Transit forecast is based on the comparison of the present position of planets with those in the birth-chart. The
movements of the Sun, Jupiter and Saturn have a great influence on your life. Sometimes the effects may be
opposing, nullifying or reinforcing. The net effect is not indicated, but you should be able to get an idea of the
dynamics at work by studying the impact of each particular transit aspect. Your immediate future, therefore, is a
blend of the following predictions.

Transit of Sun

The Sun takes about a month to transit through one sign.

∇∇∇∇  ( 14-June-2020  >>  14-July-2020 )

During this period Sun transits the Sixth house.

This is definitely a favorable period for you. You will feel ready to take on any adversary. You will feel happy and
enjoy improved living conditions. You will succeed in all you set your mind to do. If you are married, you will try to
be an ideal husband.

∇∇∇∇  ( 14-July-2020  >>  13-August-2020 )

During this period Sun transits the Seventh house.

As a busy man you have to take sudden trips and experience sudden problems. Financial problems may exist, but you
will be able to cope with them. You should take care of your health, since you may be prone to stress at this time. A
vacation might be a good idea, and you may plan for one; however, you may find yourself unable to follow through
on your plans.

∇∇∇∇  ( 13-August-2020  >>  12-September-2020 )

During this period Sun transits the Eighth house.

Somehow an element of anxiety invades your character at this time. You feel more insecure about your abilities.
Additionally, your erratic food habits will upset your stomach. You may have misunderstandings with your wife, or
lover. Irritation may be caused by weakness, and therefore you should get a complete physical. The fear of being
inefficient will adversely affect your performance.

Transit of Jupiter

Jupiter stays in one sign for about a year. It is a powerful planet and a lot of importance is attached to the effect of
this planet.

∇∇∇∇  ( 31-March-2020  >>  30-June-2020 )

During this period Jupiter transits the Birth house.

Differences of opinion may lead to strong disagreements, or arguments with the woman in your life. You will be
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more quick-tempered at this time, and you might be unable to control yourself. This anger may be the cause for
regret later. This is not the time for speculation of any kind. You have to be prudent and minimize your financial and
emotional losses. Prepare yourself for change or transition. You may have to move for some reason. Good
relationships with people in authority will stand you in good stead.

∇∇∇∇  ( 1-July-2020  >>  20-November-2020 )

During this period Jupiter transits the Twelfth house.

Much against your desire, you will be separated from your wife, or lover, for a while. You will have to travel, and
the expenses from travel may negatively impact on your finances. You may change jobs. Changes or decisions with
irrevocable consequences may have to be reached at this time. Your interest or flirtation with other women may
cause trouble within your relationship, and you may be forced to decide on the stability of your relationship.

Transit of Saturn

Saturn is generally a sorrowful planet and its influence can be depressing. However, in certain positions it gives
powerful and beneficial results. Saturn takes about two and a half years to move through a sign.

∇∇∇∇  ( 25-January-2020  >>  29-April -2022 )

During this period Saturn transits the Birth house.

You are going through the period of Sade Sathi (7 1/2 Sani). This is generally a bad period. Even your closest friends
and relatives may seem to be working counter to your interest. You feel directionless and unmotivated. You may
experience the loss or failure of expensive equipment or vehicles. You may feel financially insecure. You do,
however, tend to worry too much. You have to develop self-control and a clear plan of action to combat the effects of
Sade Sathi.

∇∇∇∇  ( 30-April -2022  >>  12-July-2022 )

During this period Saturn transits the Second house.

You have completed the worst part of Sade Sathi (7 1/2 Sani). But lingering effects may still prevail such as illness,
or sorrow. You should have a thorough medical. However, this time will also prove surprisingly pleasant. You may
entertain more and feel more comfortable with others. You have to guard against arguments at home. However, you
should be careful about your money and possessions, as the likelihood of fraud or theft is high.

However, considering certain beneficial placements of planets in your horoscope, the bad effects caused by 7 1/2
Sani, mentioned above get reduced to a large measure.
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Favourable Periods

 
Favourable Periods for Career

Considering the lagna lord, tenth lord, benefic planets in lagna and tenth house, aspect of Jupiter on lagna and tenth
house and other factors the following dasa/apahara periods are found favourable for career.
Analysis for age 15 to age 60.

Dasa Apahara Period start Period End Analysis

Rahu Shukra 23-09-1985 22-09-1988 Favourable
Rahu Surya 22-09-1988 17-08-1989 Favourable
Guru Shukra 17-01-2000 17-09-2002 Favourable
Guru Surya 17-09-2002 06-07-2003 Favourable
Sani Shukra 26-12-2014 25-02-2018 Favourable
Sani Surya 25-02-2018 07-02-2019 Favourable

Considering the transit of Jupiter on various houses, the following periods are found to be favourable for Career.

Period start Period End Analysis

24-01-1986 02-02-1987 Favourable
19-06-1988 01-07-1989 Favourable
20-07-1990 14-08-1991 Excellent
11-09-1992 12-10-1993 Favourable
10-11-1994 06-12-1995 Favourable
08-01-1998 25-05-1998 Favourable
09-09-1998 12-01-1999 Favourable
03-06-2000 16-06-2001 Favourable
06-07-2002 30-07-2003 Excellent
29-08-2004 28-09-2005 Favourable
29-10-2006 22-11-2007 Favourable
02-05-2009 30-07-2009 Favourable
21-12-2009 02-05-2010 Favourable
02-11-2010 06-12-2010 Favourable
18-05-2012 31-05-2013 Favourable
20-06-2014 14-07-2015 Excellent
12-08-2016 12-09-2017 Favourable

 
Favourable Periods for Business

Considering the second, ninth, tenth and eleventh lords,  aspect of Jupiter on lagna and eleventh house and other
factors, the following dasa/apahara periods are found favourable for business activities.
Analysis for age 15 to age 60.

Dasa Apahara Period start Period End Analysis

Rahu Budha 16-02-1982 04-09-1984 Favourable
Rahu Shukra 23-09-1985 22-09-1988 Favourable
Rahu Surya 22-09-1988 17-08-1989 Favourable
Rahu Kuja 16-02-1991 06-03-1992 Favourable
Guru Sani 24-04-1994 04-11-1996 Favourable
Guru Budha 04-11-1996 10-02-1999 Excellent
Guru Ketu 10-02-1999 17-01-2000 Favourable
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Guru Shukra 17-01-2000 17-09-2002 Excellent
Guru Surya 17-09-2002 06-07-2003 Excellent
Guru Chandra 06-07-2003 04-11-2004 Favourable
Guru Kuja 04-11-2004 11-10-2005 Excellent
Guru Rahu 11-10-2005 06-03-2008 Favourable
Sani Budha 09-03-2011 16-11-2013 Favourable
Sani Shukra 26-12-2014 25-02-2018 Favourable
Sani Surya 25-02-2018 07-02-2019 Favourable
Sani Kuja 07-09-2020 17-10-2021 Favourable
Sani Guru 23-08-2024 06-03-2027 Favourable

Considering the transit of Jupiter on various houses, the following periods are found to be favourable for Business.

Period start Period End Analysis

25-11-1982 21-12-1983 Favourable
24-01-1986 02-02-1987 Favourable
19-06-1988 01-07-1989 Favourable
20-07-1990 14-08-1991 Excellent
11-09-1992 12-10-1993 Favourable
10-11-1994 06-12-1995 Favourable
08-01-1998 25-05-1998 Favourable
09-09-1998 12-01-1999 Favourable
03-06-2000 16-06-2001 Favourable
06-07-2002 30-07-2003 Excellent
29-08-2004 28-09-2005 Favourable
29-10-2006 22-11-2007 Favourable
02-05-2009 30-07-2009 Favourable
21-12-2009 02-05-2010 Favourable
02-11-2010 06-12-2010 Favourable
18-05-2012 31-05-2013 Favourable
20-06-2014 14-07-2015 Excellent
12-08-2016 12-09-2017 Favourable
12-10-2018 29-03-2019 Favourable
24-04-2019 05-11-2019 Favourable
07-04-2021 14-09-2021 Favourable
22-11-2021 13-04-2022 Favourable

 
Favourable Periods for House Construction

Considering the fourth lord,  benefic planets with aspect on fourth house or fourth lord and other factors, the
following dasa/apahara periods are found favourable for construction of house.
Analysis for age 15 to age 80.

Dasa Apahara Period start Period End Analysis

Rahu Kuja 16-02-1991 06-03-1992 Favourable
Guru Kuja 04-11-2004 11-10-2005 Favourable
Sani Kuja 07-09-2020 17-10-2021 Favourable
Budha Kuja 05-09-2035 01-09-2036 Favourable

Considering the transit of Jupiter on various houses, the following periods are found to be favourable for House
Construction

Period start Period End Analysis

11-09-1992 12-10-1993 Favourable
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10-11-1994 06-12-1995 Favourable
08-01-1998 25-05-1998 Favourable
09-09-1998 12-01-1999 Favourable
03-06-2000 16-06-2001 Favourable
06-07-2002 30-07-2003 Excellent
29-08-2004 28-09-2005 Favourable
29-10-2006 22-11-2007 Favourable
02-05-2009 30-07-2009 Favourable
21-12-2009 02-05-2010 Favourable
02-11-2010 06-12-2010 Favourable
18-05-2012 31-05-2013 Favourable
20-06-2014 14-07-2015 Excellent
12-08-2016 12-09-2017 Favourable
12-10-2018 29-03-2019 Favourable
24-04-2019 05-11-2019 Favourable
07-04-2021 14-09-2021 Favourable
22-11-2021 13-04-2022 Favourable
02-05-2024 15-05-2025 Favourable
19-10-2025 05-12-2025 Excellent
03-06-2026 31-10-2026 Excellent
26-01-2027 26-06-2027 Excellent
27-11-2027 28-02-2028 Favourable
25-07-2028 26-12-2028 Favourable
30-03-2029 25-08-2029 Favourable
26-01-2030 01-05-2030 Favourable
24-09-2030 17-02-2031 Favourable
15-06-2031 15-10-2031 Favourable
19-03-2033 28-03-2034 Favourable
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AshtakaVarga Predictions

Ashtakavarga
 
Ashtakavarga system is a predictive method of Indian Astrology that uses a system of points based upon planetary
positions. Ashtakavarga means eightfold categorization. It depicts eightfold strength of planets excluding the nodes
of the Moon but including the ascendant. It is worked out according to certain well-established rules for measuring
the planetary strength. The strength of each planet and the power and intensity of their influence depends upon the
location of other planets and the ascendant in relation to it. Eight full points are assigned to each planet. They can
obtain strength varying from zero to 8 points which, plotted on different signs in a chart, determine the possibility of
a transiting planet in inducing auspicious or other effects during its sojourn in a particular sign. Events and their
timings are to a large extent determined by the positioning of particular points. Depending on their negative or
positive influences the native can take remedial measures or pre-empt unpleasant possibilities, just by being aware of
the likely consequences. To be forewarned is to be forearmed ---  the planets are one of the best guides to help
condition mans mind to the possibilities of his future.

Moo Sun Mer Ven Mar Jup Sat Total

Mesha 5 3 4 7 2 6 5 32
Vrishabha 4 5 4 3 5 5 4 30
Mithuna 6 5 4 2 3 5* 4 29
Karkata 4 4 3 3 2 5 3 24
Simha 4 4 7 4 4 6 4 33
Kanya 4 3 5 7 3 6 2 30
Tula 3 6* 4 5 3 2 6 29
Vrischika 2 7 6* 3 5* 5 5 33
Dhanu 4 2 3 4* 3 5 1 22
Makara 5* 3 4 5 2 5 3 27
Kumbha 2 3 5 3 3 4 0* 20
Meena 6 3 5 6 4 2 2 28

49 48 54 52 39 56 39 337

* - Planetary Position.                
Lagna in Simha. 
 
Moon's Ashtakavarga
 
Rare is one who is showered with the courage that radiates from moral uprightness. The moon's ashtakavarga having
five Bindus in your chart will charge you with the guts to always take the moral high ground.  This will give you a
clear conscience and you will be at peace with yourself.
 
Sun's Ashtakavarga
 
Fortunate to have the influence of the six Bindus present in the suns ashtakavarga, you will be bestowed with  good
looks and a charming demeanor. Your winning manner will give you plenty of friends and well wishers. Your wealth
and fortune will be of decent proportions and  you will earn good fame for your deeds.
 
Mercury's Ashtakavarga
 
There are six Bindus in Mercury's ashtakavarga in your chart. This prophecies the success of your undertakings. You
have little or no chance to confront difficulties in going ahead with official agreements on projects and joint ventures.
      
Venus' Ashtakavarga
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Yours is a balanced life and equilibrium is always maintained. Extreme sorrow will always be countered with
extreme joy in another situation. This is the result of being born with four Bindus in Venus' ashtakavarga . You are
fortunate to have joy and sorrow in equal proportions.
 
Mars'  Ashtakavarga
 
The presence of five Bindus in mars' ashtakavarga  will make you noted for charm and pleasing manners. You will
be inclined to be mild and  good natured  to all in your dealing and will be appreciated for it and will make you
popular among friends and relatives. There will be no occasion to point a  finger  in your direction for bad conduct.
 
Jupiter's Ashtakavarga
 
The power wielded  by the five Bindus occurring in Jupiter's ashtakavarga in your chart is a great blessing. It spells
success in endeavours and in  overcoming challenges, and getting the better of your opponents. Overall you are born
under this lucky planetary position and will enjoy the benefits of circumstances conspiring to help you succeed.
 
Saturn's Ashtakavarga
 
It must be the lack of Bindus in Saturn's ashtakavarga on your chart that so inclines you to misfortune. You will
amass wealth but  will find it leaving you in the most incredible ways. There is an indication of the destruction of
your possessions also. Endeavour therefore to set up your home or enterprise is the least calamity prone areas. Never
put off an opportunity to safeguard or invest safely your gains. Think before trusting anyone blindly and pick your
friends with care.

Sarvashtakavarga Predictions
 
The 4th house is asssociated with 30 or more bindus and is aspected by Saturn and the fourth lord is in a quadrant.
You will most probably never know what you want in life. The planets favour you with all material comforts. Your
life will always be blessed with creature comforts like a good home, good clothes,  vehicles,  jewellery and modern
conveniences.  There will no dearth of material possessions as far as you are concerned.
 
Meena to Mithuna has the most number of bindus in your chart. This points to bliss in childhood . The days that you
are most likely to cherish are the best days of your childhood  years. Academically, physically, financially and from
the family angle, any which way you look at it, your early formative years look fulfilled and care free.
 
At the age corresponding to the figures in the signs occupied by Jupiter, Venus and Mercury..your fortune turns for
the better . Your  educational ambitions will materialise and you could acquire that coveted seat  for  higher
education if  you have been aspiring towards that. Your future looks set to take off  on the path to wealth, recognition
and fame for your professional accomplishments .  Personal life will also match up giving  you the ideal mate and
marital togetherness will bring  much joy . Your life with progeny also appears blessed.  This is the stage of life that
will be one of the most rewarding for you.
 
In your case this special periods comes in your 29, 22 and 33 years of age.

With best wishes : Astro-Vision Futuretech Pvt.Ltd.
First Floor, White Tower, Kuthappadi Road, Thammanam P.O - 682032
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Note:

This report is based on the data provided by you and the best possible research support we have received so far. We
do not assume any responsibility for the accuracy or the effect of any decision that may be taken on the basis of this
report.


